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Preface

This guide describes how to use and manage the Oracle7 Enterprise Backup Utility (EBU).

The topics covered in this preface are:

■ “Audience” on page -i

■ “Document Conventions” on page -i

■ “Technical Support Information” on page -iv

■ Documentation Sales and Client Relations

Audience
Users are assumed to have a fundamental knowledge of the operating system on which they
are running their Oracle7 system.  This guide does not document features of the local operat-
ing system, except as they affect or are affected by Enterprise Backup Utility.

Additional Reading
If you are unfamiliar with the Oracle database management system, read Chapter 1, “Intro-
duction to the Oracle Server”, inOracle7 Server Concepts before reading this document.
You should also read the backup and recovery chapters of theOracle7 Server Administra-
tor’s Guide.

Document Conventions
Conventions used in this document differ somewhat from those used in other Oracle docu-
mentation.  Because some operating systems are case-sensitive, commands and filenames
are shown in boldface type, rather than uppercase letters.
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Full and Partial Backups
TheOracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide andOracle7 Server Conceptsuse the terms “full
backup” and “partial backup” to describe backup methods.  Table 0–1, “Terminology Map-
ping”maps these terms to the terms used in this manual.

Type Conventions
The following type conventions are used in this manual:

Table 0–1 Terminology Mapping

Enterprise Backup Utility
 Administrator’s Guide

Oracle Server
Guides

offline database full

online database partial

online <subset> partial

Table 0–2 Type Conventions

bold Boldface type indicates commands, directory names, pathnames, and file-
names (for example, theprefs.ora file).

brackets [ ] Words enclosed in brackets indicate the names of keyboard keys (for
example, Press [Return]).

italics Italic type indicates a variable and is used for emphasis.  It also indicates
variable portions of filenames (for example,sgadefx.dbf).

UPPERCASE Uppercase letters indicate SQL  commands and environment variables.
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Command Syntax
Commands examples appear in monospace font.  Enter information precisely as it appears.
Following are the syntax conventions for commands:

Notes
The following notes appear in printed documentation.

Table 0–3 Command Syntax

backslash \ A backslash indicates a command line that is too long to fit on the
printed page.  Either enter the line as printed (with a backslash) or enter
it as a single line without a backslash.

braces { } Braces indicate required items.

.DEFINE {macro1}

brackets [ ] Brackets indicate optional items.

cvtcrt termname[outfile]

ellipses ... Ellipses indicates an arbitrary number of similar items.

CHKVAL  fieldname value1 value2 ... valueN

italics Italic type indicates a variable.  Substitute a value for the variable.

library_name

vertical line | A vertical line indicates a choice within braces or brackets.

SIZEfilesize [K|M]

Note: This type of note is used to give general information.

Caution: A caution is used to warn about the possibility of minor dam-
age.

WARNING: A warning describes a threat to life or the possibility of
major equipment or material damage.
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Other Conventions
The term “Oracle7 Server” refers to the database server product from Oracle Corporation.

The term “oracle” refers to an executable by that name.

The term “oracle” refers to the owner of the Oracle software.

Technical Support Information
(Please copy this page and distribute within your organization as necessary.)

Oracle Worldwide Support Services (OWSS) can be reached at the following numbers.  The
hours are detailed in your support contract.

In the USA:  Telephone:  1.415.506.1500

In Europe:  Telephone:  +44 1344 860160

In Asia:  Telephone:  +61 3.924.6060

Please prepare the following information before you call, using this page as a checklist:

■ your CSI number (if applicable) or full contact details, including any special project
information

■ the complete release numbers of the Enterprise Backup Utility and associated products
(for example, Enterprise Backup Utility release 2.2 or Oracle Forms release 4.5.6.3.2)

■ the operating system name and version number (for example, Digital UNIX 3.2d-1)

■ details of error codes and numbers and descriptions.  Please write these down as they
occur. They are critical in helping OWSS to quickly resolve your problem.

■ a full description of the issue, including:

■ What - What happened?  For example, the command used and result obtained.

■ When - When did it happen?  For example, during peak system load, or after a cer-
tain command,  or after an O/S upgrade.

■ Where - Where did it happen?  For example, on a particular system or within a cer-
tain procedure or table.

Additional Information: This note is used to describe reference mate-
rial on a given topic.
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■ Extent - What is the extent of the problem?  For example, production system
unavailable, or moderate impact but increasing with time, or minimal impact and
stable.

■ Keep copies of any trace files, log files, core dumps, and redo log files recorded at or
near the time of the incident.  OWSS may need these to further investigate your prob-
lem.

For installation-related problems, please have the following additional information available:

■ listings of the contents of your Oracle product installation location and any staging
area, if used.

■ installation logs (install.log, sql.log, make.log, andos.log) typically stored in the
orainst directory at the root of your Oracle product installation.

Documentation Sales and Client Relations
In the United States:

■ To order hardcopy documentation, call Documentation Sales: 1.800.252.0303.

■ For shipping inquiries, product exchanges, or returns, call Client Relations:
1.415.506.1500.

In the United Kingdom:

■ To order hardcopy documentation, call Oracle Direct Response:
+44 990 332200.

■ For shipping inquiries and upgrade requests, call Customer Relations: +44 990 622300.

Other European customers, please contact your local Oracle Support office for documenta-
tion or shipping inquiries.

Note: Keep in mind whatdid not happen, as well as whatdid happen.
This type of information can help OWSS to more quickly resolve your
problem.



vi
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1
Features and Architecture

This chapter describes the main features and components of the Enterprise Backup Utility,
and briefly discusses the system architecture.

Topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Introduction” on page 1-1

■ “Enterprise Backup Utility Architecture” on page 1-3

■ “Understanding EBU Job Steps” on page 1-7

■ “New Features in Release 2.2” on page 1-12

Introduction
An Oracle database consists of datafiles, control files, parameter files, log files, and archived
log files (when using log archiving).  The Enterprise Backup Utility provides an effective
mechanism to back up, restore, and recover all types of Oracle7 database files.  EBU only
supports Oracle7 Databases.

Enterprise Backup Utility automatically locates the tablespaces, datafiles, control file(s),
and archived log files associated with the database for all backup and restore operations.

EBU maintains the configuration information on target databases in a catalog on a separate
Oracle7 Server.  When you are ready to perform a backup or restore, the utility retrieves the
physical details about the database structure from the EBU Catalog.

Database Restore vs. Database Recovery
A database restore is an essential part of database recovery, but not synonymous with it.
Database recovery allows you to reconstruct a damaged database and return it to a consis-
tent state that it had prior to damage.  Restoring is the processing of rebuilding corrupted or
lost files from backup copies.
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After restoring a database, you must apply other recovery steps to bring the database to a
consistent point-in-time prior to the point of failure or damage.

Performance
Multiple datafiles or tablespaces can be backed up simultaneously to multiple devices in par-
allel.  This fast, parallelized backup reduces the time required to perform backups.

During restores, EBU automatically uses the most recent backup available for each file, min-
imizing the amount of recovery that is necessary.  Data can also be restored in parallel from
multiple devices to facilitate speedy restoration.

Error Checking
EBU performs block header validation each time it is invoked to make a backup of a data-
file.  These checks are performed automatically for all tablespaces and datafiles for the data-
base being backed up.  Optionally, EBU can perform per-file checksums of a file’s contents.

When performing backups, the Enterprise Backup Utility checks for any inconsistency in
the configuration of the database and, if online, updates the EBU Catalog if the configura-
tion information does not match.

Upon restore, the utility checks data block headers to ensure there are no gaps, verifies that
data block numbers correspond to actual datafiles, and performs a checksum on each file (if
checksumming was enabled during backup).

Report Generation and Job Administration
The Enterprise Backup Utility includes a EBU Catalog management utility,ebutool, that
allows you to generate reports on information on target databases and their corresponding
backup and restore operations.  It also administrates EBU jobs.

Note: Restoring is only necessary after media failure.  If you are perform-
ing instance recovery, you need not restore the database files.  The
Oracle7 Server reads the online redo log files and automatically performs
instance recovery.
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Enterprise Backup Utility Architecture

Component Layers
Figure 1–1, “Component Layers in the Enterprise Backup Utility” on page 1-3 illustrates
the component layers in Enterprise Backup Utility architecture.

Figure 1–1 Component Layers in the Enterprise Backup Utility

Table 1–1 Component Layers in the Enterprise Backup Utility

Component Description

Target Databases Target databases are the Oracle7 databases designated for backup.
You identify target databases to the Enterprise Backup Utility using
theregister command.

Command

Control Process

BackupI/O Process

DMO

Media Management
Software

Media Device(s)
Target Databases

Script
Interface

Catalog Database

Database
Administrator

Host BHost A
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EBU Catalog Database The tables comprising the EBU Catalog are stored in the EBU Catalog
database.  The EBU Catalog database is an Oracle7 database separate
from any of the target databases.  Its sole purpose is to host the EBU
Catalog.

The suggested minimum size of the EBU Catalog database is  20 MB.

Caution: Oracle strongly recommends that the EBU Catalog
database be dedicated exclusively to storing the EBU Catalog,
and that it run on a separate machine from all target databases.

EBU Catalog The EBU Catalog is a collection of tables in an Oracle7 database.  It
contains structural information about the target databases, as well as a
backup and restore history for each target database (including the
archived redo logs associated with each backup job).

Command Scripts The DBA or system administrator creates command scripts to define
and invoke backup and restore operations.  Each command script speci-
fies the operation to be performed and accesses the components
needed to carry out the operation.

Control Process The control process oversees the overall backup/restore operation.  It
takes the command scripts and retrieves and stores catalog informa-
tion.  It also spawns I/O processes.  The control process isebu.

I/O Processes I/O processes read and write database files between storage disks and
the backup media devices.

Database Module for
Oracle (Media Manage-
ment API)

The Enterprise Backup Utility works in conjunction with a third-party
media management product to provide complete backups and restores
of the target databases.

The interface from EBU to the media management product is provided
by the Database Module for Oracle (DMO).  It is a set of routines that
allows the reading and writing of data to the media device.

On Windows NT, EBU ships with a Legato Storage Manager (LSM)
as an option.  Other media management product provided by members
of the Oracle Backup Solutions Program can also be used.

Media Management
Product

The media management product handles the direct interaction with the
media devices and provides such features as scheduling, data compres-
sion, media aging reports, labeling, and network backups.

Media Device The media management product uses media devices to store database
files.  Common media devices are 4-mm tapes, 8-mm tapes, Digital
Linear Tapes.

Component Description
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Figure 1–2 Architecture of the Enterprise Backup Utility
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Figure 1–2, “Architecture of the Enterprise Backup Utility” on page 1-5  illustrates only a
single database being backed up or restored onto one media device.  On Unix systems, the
Enterprise Backup Utility executables must be installed on a one-per-oracle software owner
basis.  Figure 1–3, “Single EBU Instance with Two Parallel Data Streams” on page 1-7 illus-
trates a singleebu control process with two spawned I/O processes, streaming to two media
devices, using the asynchronous I/O (AIO) model.

Process Description

ebu Monitors all other process and communicates with the target database
and the EBU Catalog.  Theebu process spawns the Instance Manager
if one is not already running

master brio Coordinates betweenebu and thedisk brio  andtape brio processes:
onemaster brio process is spawned per parallel I/O stream

disk brio Handles read/write of disk files.  By default, there are fourdisk brio
processes per I/O stream, if there is no muxing..  If themux specifier
is used, multipledisk brio processes are created for single I/O
streams.  Disk brio processes are only employed when the "shared
memory" I/O model is employed (see Chapter 6)

 tape brio Handles read/write of tape files.  There is onetape brio  process per
parallel I/O stream.  In the Aynchronous I/O model, the tape brio also
performs disk I/O simultaneous with tape I/O.

brd (Instance Manager) Daemon process that monitors the EBU Catalog andebu process.  The
Instance Manager handles cleanup for all backup and restore opera-
tions which terminate abnormally.
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Figure 1–3 Single EBU Instance with Two Parallel Data Streams

Understanding EBU Job Steps

Steps steps common to all EBU jobs:
■ Argument checking

■ Syntax checking of job script

■ Catalog verification

■ Verifies that all the EBU catalog tables are present  and its version match the ver-
sion required for the code

■ Instance Manager verification

■ If a brd is not running a new one is started

■ If a brd exists, it is notified to be active for this job

ebu

brio 1

brio 2

Media
Manager

tape
device 2

tape
device 1
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■ Target Database verification

■ EBU attemtps to connect to the target database

■ If a register job or onlinebackup, the connection should be possible to an open
database

■ If an offlinebackup or restore that requires it to be idle, the database is started in
exclusive mode

■ Configuration verification for target database

■ If -noauto was used, if the configuration is out of date, the job indicates it and fails.

■ This phase exists forbackup andregister jobs, does not exist forrestore jobs

■ Update configuration if needed (forregister and onlinebackup)

Register jobs:
■ Only the common phases (above) are performed

Backup jobs (excluding BACKUP CATALOG):
■ Common phases

■ Job building phase is initiated

■ All files to be backed up are listed

■ Tablespaces with offline datafiles are reported as skipped

■ Offline datafiles not included with INCLUDE_DBFILE are reported as skipped

■ I/O phase

■ I/O parameters are displayed

■ Backup file sets (BFS) are scheduled and sent to media manager for backup

■ Any error during the I/O phase causes the job to be stopped immediately

■ If the I/O phase has failed, the BFS’s currently running are cancelled

■ End job target database verification

■ For offline backups it checks that the database has not been opened during the
backup, if an open is detected, the database objects job fails

■ For online backups, the Logical Sequence Number of archivelogs are reported, and
System Commit Number
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■ Database Object job is finished

■ If this is an online job, a PARTIAL success is possible if at least one BFS was
backed up succesfully.

■ For offline backups, any I/O error, will cause all BFS’s to be removed, no partial
success is possible for offline backups

■ In case of Target Database failure, BFS’s with files in the same tablespace as one
of the files in the cancelled BFS’s are removed from the media manager, as its cor-
rectness cannot be guaranteed when the END BACKUP command was not per-
formed correctly.

■ If Archivelogs are being backed up by a implicit (ARCHIVELOG=NONE was not
used) or explicit directive (ARCHIVELOG), a new job is created.  This job only has
two phases:

■ Job building phase for archive logs

■ I/O phase

* I/O parameters are displayed

* BFS’s are scheduled and sent to media manager for backup

* Any error during the I/O phase causes the job to be stopped immediately

* If the I/O phase fails, the BFS’s currently running are cancelled

■ Job finalization

* If any I/O error was detected, all BFS’s are removed from the media man-
ager's catalog, it is not possible to have partial success for archivelog backups.

■ If EBU Catalog is being backed up, either explicitly (CATALOG) or implicitly (when
CATALOG=NONE is not used), an additional new job is created and has two steps:

■ Catalog job building

* A sequence is assigned to the backup

* Backup of EBU Catalog to temporary file

■ I/O phase

* I/O parameters are displayed

* The BFS is scheduled and sent to media manager for backup

* Any error during the I/O phase causes the job to be stopped immediately
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* If the I/O phase has failed, the BFS is removed from the media manager's cata-
log.

If all jobs (as many as  three depending on whether archived logs and the backup catalog are
also backed up) are succesful, the overall job status will be succesful.  If one or more Warn-
ings were issued, the job will be succesful with Warnings.  Depending on the kind of error
and in what job phase, the job might continue with Warnings or stop altogether.

Backup Catalog job
Common phases up to and including Instance Manager verification are peformed, then it
proceeds as described in the above sub-step for the case of catalog backup.

Restore jobs (Excluding RESTORE CATALOG)
■ Common phases up to and including Target Database Verification are performed.  No

configuration checking is attempted.

■ Job building phase is initiated

■ BFS’s containing the required files are obtained from the EBU catalog and they are
displayed.

■ After the database job building the archivelog job building phase is initiated

* A list of all possible archivelogs is constructed based on the kind of job and
START_LSN, END_LSN settings

* Archivelogs already present in disk are skipped

* Archivelogs to be restored are displayed

■ I/O phase

■ I/O parameters are displayed

■ BFS’s are scheduled and sent to media manager for restore

■ Any error during the I/O phase causes the job to be stopped immediately

■ If the I/O phase has a failure, the BFS’s currently running are cancelled and the job
finishes immediatly after

■ Rename phase

■ Only if RENAME was specified and REMAP/REMAP_PATH was used.

■ All datafiles are renamed at the Oracle7  Server level

■ Recover phase
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■ Only if RECOVER was specified.

■ If the database is idle, it is mounted exclusively

■ RDBMS recovery is performed

■ If recovery is succesful the database is open

■ All offline tablespaces are placed online

■ If the database was idle, the database is shutdown

Restore Catalog:
■ Database name is verified to match parameters used

■ A search for the latest EBU catalog backup is done by consulting the media manager's
catalog

■ If a backup of the EBU catalog is not found in the previous 7 days to the requested date
(default is today).  The job is stopped.

■ If a previous catalog is detected in the database

■ The EBU catalog is deleted

■ A new empty catalog is created

■  I/O phase

■ The BFS containing the backup of the catalog is restored into a temporary file

■ If any error is detected, the job stops

■ EBU Catalog loading

■ The temporary file is read and the EBU catalog objects are recreated.  If any error
is detected, EBU will try to drop the catalog so to signal that this is not a good cata-
log

■ The new catalog should not be used until no errors are reported from the Catalog
loading.

■ EBU will leave the temporary file in its location in case a new restore attempt is
needed, in this case the I/O phase will not be performed, EBU will use the tempo-
rary copy on disk.
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New Features in Release 2.2
The following features are new or significantly modified in release 2.2 of the Enterprise
Backup Utility.

 Available with Oracle 7.3.4

GUI Interface through OEM - Backup Manager, EBU Sub-System
Consult the documentation for Enterprise Manager for additional information on the
Backup Manager component.

Oracle Parallel Server Aware
■ All instances need to be registered in catalog.

■ Backups and Restores can be done from any node.

■ Verifies all instances are down for offline backup/restore.

National Language Enabled
■ Support for multibyte tablespace names.

■ Messages translated into multiple national languages.

NT Availability
■ EBU Release 2.2 is supported on the NT operating system platform.

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager (Backup Manager) 1.3.6 GUI front end

■ Legato Storage Manager (LSM) included with the Oracle7.3.4 Enterprise Server with
support for up to 4 local tapes drives.

Restore Ease of Use
■ Addition of REMAP_PATH for ease of re-mapping datafiles to new locations when

restoring.

■ User controlled renaming after re-mapping .

■ Success/Failure at backup file set (BFS)  level (vs. Job) for online backups.

■ User controlled backup of  datafiles with block header corruption.

– Automatic report of logical and physical corrupted blocks

– Patches block header to allow backup.
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– Report of block patches.

■ User selectable I/O model (asynchronous I/O or Shared Memory) to maximize perfor-
mance and minimize overhead.  (This is an operating system dependent feature, some
ports might only offer one model.)

■ Simplified scripting (use of environment settings)

– ORACLE_HOME (taken from the environment)

– ORACLE_SID (taken from the environment)

– DB_NAME (optional)

■ New executable name:ebu

■ Compatibility executableobackup which translates pre-2.2 scripts for new ebu inter-
face.

■ Automatic Registration

– parameter file (pfile) defaulted according to OS.

UNIX: ?/dbs/init@.ora
NT:   %ORACLE_HOME%\\DATABASE\\INIT%ORACLE_SID%.ORA

– Connection to target database defaulted to INTERNAL, unless EBU_DB_LOGIN
is set in the environment

Archivelog Improvements
■ Backup of archivelogs by default during offline backup.

■ Separate job ID for archivelog backup to reduce chance of deleting the archivelogs by
the user.

■ Multiple archivelog files in a single BFS to improve backup performance.

■ Multiple copies of archivelogs.  The default is one and the maximum is four.

■ A new command to restore a specific archivelog BFS.

■ Command to determine what BFS contain a specific archivelog.

■ New END_LSN for specifying the end range for archivelog restore.

■ Detection of missing archivelogs for backup.

■ Handling of offline  datafiles and tablespaces.
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Logging to Console and EBU log file
■ Can be disabled with ’-s’ option.

EBU, RMAN, and Oracle8
EBU supports backing up 7.1.6 onward up to the last Oracle7 release.  RMAN takes

its place with Oracle8 and beyond databases.  RMAN cannot back up Oracle7 databases and

EBU cannot back up Oracle8 databases.  Backups taken with one cannnot be restored

with the other (EBU and RMAN are not compatible).
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2
Installing and Setting Up EBU

This chapter describes how to set up the Enterprise Backup Utility

Topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Installing and Setting Up EBU in a Target Database” on page 2-1

■ “Setting Up the EBU Catalog” on page 2-5

■ “Enterprise Backup Utility Privileges” on page 2-8

Installing and Setting Up EBU in a Target Database
Perform the following steps to install EBU and set up a EBU Catalog:

1. Verify that the database names of the target databases (and catalog database if it already
exists) are not “DEFAULT”.  The database name is specified in theinit sid.ora file or
one of its include files, or you can query the V$DATABASE view from each database.

2. Create a database in which to install the EBU Catalog user and schema (if one does not
already exist).

3. Verify that you can connect to the catalog database from the target database machine
with a SQL*Net connect string.  For example:

obk/obk@ebu_cat

Additional Information: Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide for
instructions on how to change the name of a target database, if neces-
sary.

Note: EBU 2.2 supports SQL*Net Version 2 only.
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4. As theoracle software owner, install EBU using the Oracle Installer.  (See the CD-
ROM insert that accompanies the product distribution for instructions on starting the
Installer.)

5. Set theEBU_HOME  environment variable to the directory where EBU is installed,
and update the PATH of all EBU users to includeEBU_HOME/bin .

6. Verify that the DMO from the media management vendor (libobk ) is installed accord-
ing to the media management vendor’s instructions, and its location is included in the
environment variable that sets the search path for shared libraries.

7. Create a release 2.2 EBU Catalog.  The method for doing this depends on whether you
have a release 2.0 or 2.1 catalog, and whether you will continue to have target database
running EBU release 2.0 or 2.1,  after installing EBU 2.2 on some target databases.

The different scenarios and procedures for creating the EBU Catalog are described
beginning in the section “Setting Up the EBU Catalog” on page 2-5.

8. Optional:  Create a user in the target database for performing EBU operations (See
“Authorizing Target Database Backups” on page 2-3. ).

9. Create and run aregister script to register the target database. (See Chapter 3, “Invok-
ing EBU and Registering Target Databases” on page 3-1.)

Registration does the following:

■ If one does not already exist, registration creates the EBU_HOME/admin/cata-
log.ebu file.

■ It prompts for the connect string to the EBU Catalog, you can pre-empt this prompt
by defining the environment variable EBU_CAT_LOGIN.

■ The syntax for EBU_CAT_LOGIN is:

catalog_user/password@connect_alias_to_backup_catalog

■ If the catalog user does not exist, registration creates the catalog user and password
combination using the SYS account.

■ It prompts for the SYS password for the backup catalog. You can pre-empt this
prompt by defining the environment variable EBU_CAT_SYSPASS.

Caution: Proper installation of the DMO and specifying its location in
the search path for shared libraries is essential for using EBU.
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■ It then prompts for the tablespace name for the catalog tables.  You can pre-empt
this prompt by defining the environment variable EBU_CAT_TABLESPACE.

■ If the catalog user/password does not exist, registration creates the catalog user/
password using the SYS account.

■ It prompts for the target database user/password and connect string to the target
database.  This user/password is the same one you created in Step 8.  If you did not
create one in Step 8, use the internal one.

Database Module for Oracle
EBU  includes a version of the DMO that bypasses the media management software and
writes directly to disk.  This DMO is in the fileEBU_HOME/lib/libobk.{a,so}.DISK  (the
exact filename varies slightly from platform to platform). On NT, the file is named
ORASBT.DSK.  It shouldonly be used for testing purposes, such as trying to determine
whether a problem originates from EBU or the media management software.

The libobk.DISK DMO is indicated in the log file by the following message:

BACKUP_DIR is not set!!

The following banner may also be written to the log file, indicating the use of the
libobk.DISK  file:

Tape Management Software: Release 9.9.9.9
Vendor API: Disk API (Oracle Internal Only)

Authorizing Target Database Backups
Unless you intend to perform all EBU operations as INTERNAL, each target database must
have a backup user.  This is the Oracle user under which all Enterprise Backup Utility oper-
ations are performed.  Creating the backup user and performing all backup operations with
it ensures that the Enterprise Backup Utility has sufficient privileges to execute the neces-
sary SQL commands on the target database.

Note: If you enter incorrect information when EBU prompts for a con-
nection string, EBU prompts you again for correct information, up to
three times.  You can abort connect operations with [Ctrl]-C (or SIGINT)
on Unix systems.

Additional Information: “See also “Troubleshooting for EBU” on
page 8-6.
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If not using  INTERNAL, you must create the target database backup user with theebutool
utility before registering a database in the EBU Catalog.

$ ebutool -cretrgtusr

The utility prompts you for the SYS user password and other necessary information for cre-
ating the backup user.  If you want to change any information about the target database or
backup user, you can runebutool -cretrgtusr again.

EBU_DB_LOGIN
When you invokeebu to register a database or update its configuration information, the
Enterprise Backup Utility prompts you for the backup user/password and the connect alias
to the target database.  You can pre-empt these prompts by defining the environment vari-
able EBU_DB_LOGIN in the startup files of EBU users.

The syntax for EBU_DB_LOGIN is:

backup_user/password[@connect_alias_to_target_database]

If you define a user/password in EBU_DB_LOGIN, but no connect alias, the Enterprise
Backup Utility defaults to the SQL*Net V2 Pipe driver.

Privileges
EBU requires INTERNAL, with the OS user being in the OSDBA group, or by a user with
SYSDBA privileges.  EBU attempts to connect to the database AS SYSDBA, unless the
user is INTERNAL.  You must grant the SYSDBA role to that user, or be in the OSDBA
group. ebutool -cretrgtusr will perform the grant. When connecting, the backup user must
then connect to the Server as SYSDBA or INTERNAL.  For example:

SQL> CONNECTbackup_user/password AS SYSDBA

Note: After running -cretrgusr, you do not forget to run theregister
comand.

Note: If you enter incorrect information onEBU_DB_LOGIN , ebu
aborts.
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Setting Up the EBU Catalog
Figure 2–1, “EBU Catalog Installation Scenarios” on page 2-6 illustrates the possible sce-
narios for creating a EBU Catalog, and outlines the appropriate procedure for each one.
Each procedure is described in detail, beginning on page 2-6.

Additional Information: Chapter 1, “The Oracle7 Database Adminis-
trator”, in theOracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide for more information
on SYSDBA administrative privileges and how to grant them.
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Figure 2–1 EBU Catalog Installation Scenarios

First-Time EBU Installation
EBU creates the EBU Catalog schema automatically, the first time it is invoked.  Prior to
invoking the utility, you must perform the following steps:

1. Install EBU in theORACLE_HOME  of the target database.
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   EBU Catalog to release
    2.2.

machines.
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2. Install an Oracle7 instance and create a database to house the EBU Catalog.

3. Configure a network connection and SQL*Net V2 alias for the catalog database that
should be accessible from the target database.

All EBU Installations are Upgraded Together
If all EBU  installations can be upgraded within a single time frame, use the following pro-
cedure:

1. Install EBU release 2.2 on all target database machines.

2. Verify that the existing, 2.0 or 2.1 EBU Catalog is running and accessible to all target
databases.

3. Execute the following command once to upgrade the catalog:

$ ebu -upgrade

Target Databases are Upgraded at Different Times
If you intend to operate EBU release 2.0 or 2.1 and release 2.2 at the same time, use the fol-
lowing procedure:

1. Install EBU release 2.2 on the desired target database machines.

2. Create a new Oracle7 database as the catalog database for the 2.2 EBU Catalog.

3. Verify that the old and new catalog databases are accessible from the host where EBU
release 2.2 is installed.

Caution: (UNIX only) EBU must be installed on a one-per-oracle soft-
ware owner, per machine basis.  This means that if you have multiple
Oracle7 Servers owned by the same UNIX account on a single machine,
you only need to install EBU in one ORACLE_HOME.  On NT there can
only be one installation of EBU per machine.

Note: The default database you can create with the Oracle Installer is
adequate for the catalog database.  The database name cannot be longer
than eight characters on UNIX, four charactes on NT (Oracle Corporation
recommends four characters or less).
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4. Execute the following command once for each target database where you have installed
EBU release 2.2:

$ ebutool -migrate

The utility prompts for the following connect strings:

■ the old catalog database (2.0 or 2.1)

■ the new catalog database 2.2

■ the target database

Theebutool utility then creates the structures for the new catalog, copies job entries
from the 2.0/2.1 catalog to the 2.2 catalog, and finally overwrites thecatalog.ebu file in
theEBU_HOME/admin  directory to point to the new catalog database.

Remaining target databases running EBU 2.0/2.1 can be upgraded by installing EBU 2.2 on
the target database and running the ebutool -migratecommand.

Enterprise Backup Utility Privileges
Backing up, restoring, and recovering a database requires a high level of Oracle server privi-
leges.  The privileges required by EBU and the reasons for those privileges are summarized
in the following sections.

UNIX Execution Permission
Theebuexecutable assumes the privileges of the oracle software owner (setuid oracle) for
the following reasons:

Note: If you enter incorrect information when EBU prompts for a con-
nection string, EBU prompts you again for correct information, up to
three times.  You can abort connect operations with [Ctrl]-c.

Caution: You must migrate the information from the 2.0/2.1 EBU Cata-
log before performing any backup jobs with EBU 2.2.  If you perform a
backup before migrating the catalog, EBU registers the target database as
a new target and you lose the ability to use backups from release 2.0/2.1.
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■ The executable must be able to clean up IPC resources, regardless of the user who
started it.

■ Signals from the Instance Manager andebu process must be from the same user.

■ The executable must be able to back up and restore all.dbf files, which normally are
owned by theoracle software owner with permissions set to 600.

■ All members of the DBA group should be able to cancel the backup job of another
DBA.

NT Execution Permissions
There are no special execution permission for EBU on the NT platform.

The Instance Manager
EBU starts the Instance Manager (thebrd process) once (in Unix, once per oracle software
owner) per host machine for the following reasons:

■ EBU does not perform cross-host cleanup of IPC system resources such as shared mem-
ory.

■ The Instance Manager can only monitor jobs pertaining to one catalog.  It connects via
theEBU_HOME/admin/catalog.ebu file, which is not designed to hold more than one
connect string.

Target Database Privileges
The Oracle user used to connect to the target database must be granted SYSDBA privileges
for the following reasons:

■ The user must have SYSDBA privileges or be in the OSDBA group so that connection
as SYSDBA is possible.

■ On backup, the user must be able to issue the ALTER TABLESPACE BEGIN
BACKUP command, must be able to create a view, X_$KCCDI, and to select from
SYS.X_$KCCDI.

■ On restore, the user must be the same as the user that performed the backup.

■ During offline backups,ebu will STARTUP_MOUNT  the target database to check the
configuration and get information about archivelogs.
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3
Invoking EBU and Registering Target

Databases

This chapter describes general Enterprise Backup Utility usage and explains how to register
and update information about target databases in the EBU Catalog.

Topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Enterprise Backup Utility Usage” on page 3-1

■ “Registering a Target Database” on page 3-4

■ “Target Database Specifiers” on page 3-6

■ “Autoregistration” on page 3-6

Enterprise Backup Utility Usage

Overview for Using the Utility
You can use the Enterprise Backup Utility to make both online and offline backups.  The
following steps outline the procedure for using EBU, once you have completed setting it up
(See Chapter 2, “Installing and Setting Up EBU”).

Before invoking ebu for any operation, set the following environment variables:

■ EBU_HOME - Points to the location where ebu is installed.

■ ORACLE_HOME  points to the target database

■ ORACLE_SID  - Points to the target database.

You only need to register a target database if you do offline backups (before the first time
and when configuration changes, or if you have more than one parameter file to be handled
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by EBU, or if you are not using INTERNAL as the user for the target database).  Online reg-
istration is performed automatically by the utility.  To register a database:

1. Create aregister command script.

2. Invoke the script with theebu command:

$ ebu script_name

To back up a database:

1. Create abackup command script.

2. Invoke the script with theebu command:

$ ebu script_name

To restore a database, perform the following steps:

1. Depending on the type of restore, either shut down the target database, or bring a
tablespace/datafile offline.

2. Create arestore command script.

3. Invoke the script with theebu command:

$ ebu script_name

The Enterprise Backup Utility builds a job list with the information in the EBU Cata-
log, then uses the media management software to retrieve backups from the appropriate
media devices.

Recovering a database follows the same procedure as restoring, except that you must pro-
vide an additional specifier within therestore command script.

Invoking the Utility
For backup operations, the Enterprise Backup Utility can be invoked either from your  com-
mand line interface, or from the interface of a media management product or administration
tool like Oracle Enterprise Manager’s Backup Manager.  Registration operations must be
invoked from the command line interface.

Note: For a complete description of command scripts, see Appendix A,
“Command Script Syntax”, and Appendix B, “Command Script Exam-
ples” in this guide.
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To invoke an EBU operation from the command line, enter theebu command with the
desired script name at the command prompt.  For example:

$ ebu backondb_prod1

wherebackondb_prod1 might be the name of your script to perform an online backup of
the database with the ORACLE_SIDprod1, you have set ORACLE_HOME to point to
your target database installation.  Invoking the utility without any arguments returns the
command usage:

ebu [ -ch[ecksum] | -t[est] ]
        [ -noa[utoregister] ]
        [ -s[ilent] ]
        command_filename

or:

ebu -u[pgrade]

Command Line Options
The following command-line options may be specified with theebu command at the com-
mand prompt:

Table 3–1 Options of the ebu Command

Option Description

-ch Checksum: invokes the utility with file checksumming enabled for
backups and restores.  Cannot be used with thetest specifier or-test
command option.

-t Test:  runs scripts without performing I/O operations.  Use this speci-
fier to verify that scripts work as expected.  Test does not work with
the register command, and cannot be used with the checksum com-
mand option or specifier.

-s Silent:  suppresses output to screen when a log file has been specified.
Note that a log file must be specified in the script when using this
option.  Syntax error messages are sent to standard error, even if the
silent option has been set.

-noa No autoregistration:  disables the autoregistration feature for a particu-
lar job.

-u Upgrade: used only for upgrading the EBU Catalog from a prior
release.
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Specifying  UNIX Path Names
On Unix systems, macro keys can be substituted for ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME
when entering the pathname of the parameter file(s) in command scripts.  The @ character
can be used for ORACLE_SID, and the ? character for ORACLE_HOME.  For example, if
you enter the following:

pfile="?/dbs/my_init@.ora"

EBU interprets the ? and @ as the values of ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID for the
target database.

Specifying Path Names
The utility does not allow the use of wildcards or environment variables when specifying
path names.  For example, using syntaxes like*.dbf  or $ORACLE_HOME  in a command
script results in an error, however, on NT the construct%<key>%  can be used.

Registering a Target Database
Before performing an offline backup or a restore operation, the target database must be reg-
istered in the EBU Catalog.  Registering the target database in the EBU Catalog stores
essential structural information about the database, which the Enterprise Backup Utility
uses in all backup and restore operations.

Once a database is initially registered, EBU maintains and updates the configuration infor-
mation automatically during online backups, and verifies that it’s up to date for offline back-
ups.  Changes which cause EBU to update target database configuration information include:

■ Adding or dropping a tablespace

■ Moving datafiles to a different location

■ Adding or dropping control file(s)

■ Resizing database files (Oracle7 Server release 7.2 and higher)

■ Opening target database with the RESETLOGS option

■ Changing file attributes

Note: Macro keys cannot be used in theremap or remap_path speci-
fier.
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■ Taking datafiles/tablespaces offline/online.

In an Oracle Parallel Server environment, all instances must be registered before running
any restore or backup offline job.

Using the register Command
To register a target database or update configuration information, perform the following
steps:

1. Verify that the target database is online.

2. Create a command script to register or update target database information in the EBU
Catalog.  See the following sections for examples of command scripts.

3. Set ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME from a command line prompt.  A Bourne
shell example follows:

ORACLE_HOME=/opti/oracle
ORACLE_SID=PROD
export ORACLE_HOME
export ORACLE_SID

From a C shell prompt (csh)

setenv ORACLE_HOME /opt1/oracle
setenv ORACLE_SID PROD

From an NT DOS prompt:

set ORACLE_HOME=/OPT1/oracle
set ORACLE_SID=PROD

4. Invokeebu by entering the following at either the UNIX shell prompt or NT DOS
prompt, or from within your media management software:

$ ebu script_name

wherescript_name is the name of the command script you created for the target data-
base registration or reconfiguration.

If your backup strategy is to usebackup offline database andrestore database consistent,
make sure you both register the new configuration and take an offline backup following any
configuration changes in the target database.

Example 3–1 The following sample script uses the register command to register a tar-
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get database

register
db_name = ” PROD”
pfile = ” ?/dbs/init@.ora ”,” ?/dbs/include@.ora","?/dbs/config@.ora ”
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Target Database Specifiers
The following specifiers are used in the command script to identify the target database:

Autoregistration
The Enterprise Backup Utility compares the active configuration of the target database with
the most current configuration stored in the EBU Catalog before any backup if you are
doing online backup.  If the information in the EBU Catalog registration is outdated, the
Enterprise Backup Utility automatically updates it before backing up the database.  For
offline backups EBU only checks the configuration.  If-noa is used during offline backup,
the configuration check is not performed.  If you are doing offline backup or-noa, EBU
aborts if the configuration is out of date.

Note that outdated configuration information is still maintained in the EBU Catalog.  This
allows you to restore your database to any point-in-time, regardless of configuration
changes.

Note: EBU always takes the values of ORACLE_HOME and
ORACLE_SID from the environment.

Additional Information: For details on the syntax of theregister com-
mand, see Appendix A, “Command Script Syntax” .

Table 3–2 Specifiers Used in the Command Script to Identify the Target Database

Specifier Description

db_name Thedb_name specifier identifies the name of the target database.  Its
use is optional.

pfile The pfile specifier is used to list one or more parameter files used by
the target database.  The parameter file information is optional for both
registration and reconfiguration.
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Though EBU autoregistration keeps target database information up-to-date, users can also
update database configuration by invoking theregister command manually.

EBU automatically uses the configuration appropriate to the point in time to which you are
restoring the database.  For all restores where a specific time is not specified, the utility uses
the current configuration stored in the EBU Catalog.  For point-in-time restores, EBU uses
the configuration which was active at the specified time.

Invoking obackup for pre-2.2 Compatibility
EBU 2.2's invocation differs from that of EBU 2.1 and prior versions. In 2.2,ebu uses your
environment settings for ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME.  This was done for consis-
tency with all other Oracle products and more intuitive behavior, and allowed many user-
friendly enhancements to be made in 2.2.  Seeobackup restrictions below for details.

■ EBU 2.2 provides an obackup executable which works like pre-2.2 obackup.  Instead of
expecting ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID to be set in the environment, you put
an ORACLE_SID= clause in the EBU comamnd script (and an ORACLE_HOME=
clause for REGISTER), and the obackup executable will setup these variables in the
environment by querying the EBU catalog, matching the DB_NAME, ORACLE_SID,
and hostname recorded by the last REGISTER.

Note: Autoregistration can be disabled within an operation by the -noa
command switch.  See Appendix A, “Command Script Syntax” for more
information onregister command syntax.

Warning: The Enterprise Backup Utility does not automatically update
the EBU Catalog following a point-in-time restore.  If you restore a data-
base to a previous configuration, you should use theregister command to
update the database information in the EBU Catalog.  (EBU will update
the configuration information automatically at the next online backup, if
you choose not update the information at this point.)

Additional Information: See Chapter 7, “The EBU Catalog” on
page 7-1 for details on the information stored in the EBU Catalog.
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■ Since EBU 2.2 does not allow ORACLE_SID or ORACLE_HOME in the script, the
obackup executable calls OBK_HOME/admin/convert script to copy the given script to
a temporary file with ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME removed.

■ Theobackup executable then converts all OBK_* environment variables to EBU_*
(OBK_DEVDBG is converted to EBU_DEBUG) and then invokes the ebu executable
with the temporary script.

Oracle recommends that you convert your environment and scripts to use theebu execut-
able directly as soon as possible.  The steps to doing this are as follows:

1. Edit your shell script which calls obackup:

■ Changeobackup to ebu.

■ Change any OBK_* variables you are setting (e.g. OBK_HOME) to EBU_* (e.g.
EBU_HOME).  If you set some of these from someplace else, such as ~/.login or
$HOME/.profile, change those files also.

■ Add statements in the shell script to set ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID
environment variables to the proper values for the target database (prior to running
ebu).  See the instructions earlier in this chapter for more details.

2. Edit the OBACKUP/EBU command scripts.

Comment or delete ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME settings from the script.

If you have problems converting toebu from obackup in EBU Release 2.2, please call Ora-
cle Support for assistance.

obackup Restrictions
obackup restrictions are the following:

■ Changing ORACLE_HOME requires a re-REGISTER.ebu detects the change auto-
matically, butobackup does not, because ORACLE_HOME is set from the EBU cata-
log.

■ Debugging a target database connect problem is more difficult, since the environment is
set by obackup based on the EBU catalog information from when the database was last
registered (which may become stale if changed and not re-registered).ebu uses your
environment, which is more intuitive and straightforward.

■ Implicit REGISTER is not possible with theobackup executable.ebu does not require
REGISTER excecpt in the circumstances discussed above.
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■ $OBK_HOME/admin/catalog.obk must exist.  If this file does not exist,obackup
assumes this is a new installation and aborts informing you to use theebu executable.
New installations should be usingebu from the start.

■ ORACLE_SID and DB_NAME must be specified in the ebu script when using the
obackup executable.  ORACLE_HOME must also be specified for if theregister com-
mand is to be used.

obackup usage:  obackup [-n] [obackup options] [ebu script]

■ -n will not invokeebu. -n is for debugging howobackup sets the environment.  See
EBU 2.1 (or prior) version manual for more details onobackup usage.

Troubleshooting Target Database Connect Problems
■ If you experience problems connecting to the target database and you are using

obackup, the first thing you should try is using theebu executable, removing
ORACLE_SID (and ORACLE_HOME if present), and make sure you have set
ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME in the environment to point to the target data-
base.  Verify using SQL*Plus, Server Manager (line-mode), or SQL*DBA (for pre-7.3
installations) that you can connect to the target database.  Then proceed usingebu.  If
this works, the problem is with either the EBU catalog values, orobackup is not able
to set the environment properly.  Try registering the target database again.  If it still
does not work after that, contact Oracle Support for assistance.
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4
Backing Up a Database

This chapter explains how to back up data in an Oracle7 database using the Enterprise
Backup Utility.

Topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Performing Backups” on page 4-1

■ “Backup Types and Strategies” on page 4-3

■ “Lights-Out or Unattended Backups” on page 4-8

■ “Online Redo Logs” on page 4-8

■ “Oracle Parallel Server Requirements” on page 4-9

Performing Backups
The following steps outline the procedure for backing up a target database.

1. Verify the EBU Catalog is up-to-date by running theregister command.  (This is only
needed under the circumnstances discussed in chapter 3.)

2. Prepare abackup command script.

3. Verify the target database is in the correct state: open for online backups, and closed
and shut down for offline backups (if using Oracle Parallel Server, ensure that all
instances are down for an offline backup.)

4. Invoke the backup job.

To invoke a backup job directly, use the Enterprise Backup Utility commandebu from
either the UNIX shell prompt or NT DOS prompt, or from within your administrative
or media management software, e.g. Oracle Enterprise Manager:

$ ebu script_name
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Alternatively, you can embed theebu command in a script among other commands that
take care of pre- and post-backup activities, such as database shutdown and startup.
(See “Offline Backup Command Scripts” on page 4-2.)

Backup Command Scripts
Backup command scripts tell the Enterprise Backup Utility how to perform a particular job.
Following are several sample backup scripts:

Example 4–1 Command script for performing backup offline database.

backup offline database
parallel = 4
log = " / opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example 4–2 Command script for performing backup online database.

backup online database
parallel = 3
log=?/obackup/log/bona.log

Example 4–3 Command script for performing backup online <subset> of tablespaces
A and B, and the control file(s).

backup online
db_name = "PROD"
control_file
tablespace = "A" , "B"

Offline Backup Command Scripts
A backup script is a wrapper for the backup command script to take care of pre- and post-
backup activities.  For instance, for abackup offline database, the script might shut down
the database and verify the registration in the EBU Catalog before invoking the backup,
then bring the database up after the backup is completed.

A sample template for the UNIX operating system is provided for reference purposes when
creatingbackup offline database shell scripts.  The script is installed asEBU_HOME/
admin/lightsout.sh.

In general, anybackup offline database shell script should perform the following steps:

Additional Information: For a full description of the command scripts,
see Appendix A, “Command Script Syntax” on page A-1.
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1. Notify users that the database will be shut down inx minutes and ask users to log out of
the database.

2. Sleep for a fixed period of time while users log out.

3. Verify the current configuration information in the EBU Catalog by running theregis-
ter command.

4. Shut down the server with the SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE statement.

5. Sleep for a fixed period of time while the SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE statement com-
pletes.

6. Issue the SHUTDOWN ABORT statement.  If the SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE state-
ment has already completed within the specified time, this has no effect.  Otherwise the
SHUTDOWN ABORT overrides the SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE statement and shuts
down the database.

7. Start up the database in RESTRICTED mode.  This is important because a database
cannot be backed up in the SHUTDOWN ABORT state (it might have uncommitted
transactions).

8. If the database is operating in ARCHIVELOG mode, archive the current online redo
log file to back it up with other datafiles.  If the database is operating in NOAR-
CHIVELOG mode, switch the current online redo log file by performing a checkpoint.
This ensures that transactions are written to disk.

9. Shut down the database normally.

10. Invoke theebu executable to perform abackup offline database.

11. Startup the database.

Backup Types and Strategies
The type of backup you perform depends on the state of the database and the completeness
of the backup.  A database backup strategy may employ a combination of backup types to
balance the sometimes-conflicting demands of availability, system resources, and mini-
mized recovery time in the event of failure.

Different system priorities suggest different backup strategies.  If database availability is the
highest priority, for instance, the strategy might exclusively use online backups, and run
them frequently in order to minimize recovery time.  This strategy would use system
resources more intensively, but provide greater protection against downtime.
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Database State During Backup

Offline Backup
An offline backup is one taken after the database is cleanly shut down.  That is, it is not
taken after an instance failure, SHUTDOWN ABORT, or other such shutdown.  During the
backup, the database is not available for normal operations.  Since the database is closed, all
its files are closed and consistent with respect to the point-in-time of the backup.

If you run your database in NOARCHIVELOG mode, offline backups are the only backup
option that provides any protection against media failure.

startup_pfile
Before taking an offline backup, the database is brought up to a mount state so that EBU
can query the current registration against what was stored in the catalog for any changes.
EBU will mount the database using the default parameter file initsid.ora.  You can overwirte
this by explicitly specifying another pfile to mount the database using thestartup_pfile
specifier.  See “How Recovery Works” on page 5-8 for other examples of this specifier.

Online Backup
Online backups allow users to use the database while the backup is being performed.  Tak-
ing an online backup, however, means that recovery is necessary following a restore opera-
tion, since database blocks are being updated during the backup.

If you want to use online backups, you must operate your database in ARCHIVELOG mode
so that online redo logs are archived.  The redo logs can then be applied to recover the data-
base to the point in time immediately before the failure.

Backups taken from offline tablespaces in an online database are still considered online
backups: whether a backup is online or offline depends on the state of the database at the
time, not the state of the tablespaces.  Offline datafiles are not backed up by default.  Online
datafiles in a tablespace containing offline datafiles during online backups cannot be backed
up.  Additionally, if EBU finds any tablespace already in BACKUP mode, it fails and
returns an error.

Completeness of Backup
A backup can also be characterized by its completeness - whether it contains all files belong-
ing to a database or only a subset of them.  A database is composed of one or more files of
the following file types:

■ datafile

■ control file
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■ parameter file (init sid.ora andconfigdb_name.ora files)

■ archived redo log file (may exist)

Backups that include all database files are performed with thebackup databasecommand.
Backups that include only a subset of the database files are performed with thebackup
<subset> command.  In a subset backup, each of the tablespaces or other file types must be
specified within the subset clause.  <-- There’s no subset clause anymore!

Based on the backup types described above, there are four backup methods. Table 4–1,
“Types of Backups Performed by the Enterprise Backup Utility” shows the support matrix
for the Enterprise Backup Utility.

Datafile Backup

include_dbfile
EBU will not backup offline datafiles by default.  You may, however, use theinclude_dbfile
specifier to include any offline files in a backup script.  The backup will be an image
backup, i.e. no block header verification will be performed.  See "Include_dbfile Restore"
on page 5-4 for restoring files backed up with this specifier.

Online datafiles in a tablespace with offline datafile(s) cannot be backed up during online
backups even if the offline datafiles are.

allow_corrupt
EBU will detect files with corrupted block headers and abort the backup job.  You may spec-
ify the allow_corrupt specifier to force EBU to backup the file(s) with corrupted block head-
ers and report warnings.  By default EBU will report the number of blocks which the
RDBMS has flagged as corrupted and have been patched by it.

Control File Backup
Control files keep track of a database and its physical file structure.  You should back up the
control file immediately any time you make a structural change to a database.

Table 4–1 Types of Backups Performed by the Enterprise Backup Utility

Backup Offline Online

database supported supported

<subset> not supported supported
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EBU backs up the control file whenever at least one database file or archivelog is specified
for backup.  The utility automatically gets the name of the control file from the EBU Cata-
log and backs it up.  Control files are always backed up after all datafiles, because they store
all the header information for datafiles, which is required to perform recovery.

Even when the control file is mirrored, the Enterprise Backup Utility backs up only one
copy of the control file.  On restore, the utility restores the control file, then creates mirrored
copies according to the locations specified in the target database data dictionary.

The Enterprise Backup Utility backs up control files in offline backups somewhat differ-
ently than in online backups.  In an offline backup, the utility backs up the actual control
file.  In an online backup, EBU uses the ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE
command, then backs up the copy.  You may set the specifiertempdir  to specify the direc-
tory where the ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTOLFILE command backs up the con-
trol file to. By default, the controlfile copy is made in the database default directory.  If the
database must be restored, the presence of the copied control file forces the database to rec-
ognize that some recovery action must be performed.

Archived Redo Log Backup
EBU backs up archived redo logs by default for both online and offline backups.  EBU iden-
tifies archived log files by querying the target database for the current
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST , as specified by the RDBMS parameter file initsid.ora, then back-
ing up all the files that match the format specified by the RDBMS parameter
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT .  EBU will issue warnings for any missing archived redo
logs during the backup, either from job to job, or intra-job.

arch_per_bfs
For performance, archived redo logs are backed up in a "tar-like" BFS format.  You can
specify the number of archived redo logs to be put into one BFS by the ARCH_PER_BFS
specifier.  The default is 32 if it is not specified.  The maximum number of archived redo
logs per BFS is 128.

arch_copies
As a safety measure, EBU can also back up the archived redo logs multiple times in case
one copy of the back up of the  logs is corrupt or lost.  This can be accomplished with the
arch_copies specifier.  The maximum number of copies for a job is 4.

Additional Information: The syntax for control file backup, as well as
other file types that can be specified within a subset clause, is given in
Figure A–7, “<param_clause> Syntax” on page A-29 .  PARAM
CLAUSE?
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Deleting Backed-Up Log Files
You can specify that archived log files be deleted after the utility has backed them up.  This
is not the default, but can be enabled in the EBU command script with thearchdelete speci-
fier.  Whenarchdelete is specified, EBU deletes all but the most recent archive log file from
each directory specified.  EBU does not delete any archived log file that it has not backed
up, nor does it delete files that do not match the format specified by the
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT parameter.

If you do not delete archived redo log files after backing them up, EBU continues to back
them up with each backup job that includes archived log files.

Archived Logs and Oracle Parallel Server
When backing up a cluster, Enterprise Backup Utility default treatment of archived log files
only applies to the instance from which the backup is being performed: only the one
instance’s archived log files are backed up automatically.

EBU Catalog Backups
The EBU Catalog is backed up by default after every backup job that includes at least one
database object (so backing up only the RDBMS parameter files, for instance, does not auto-
matically back up the catalog).  The backup catalog is first written to a file on disk (The
default directory is $EBU_HOME/admin; however, you may use thetempdir  in your
scripts to override this default), and then the BFS is backed up to the media device.  Catalog
backup can be specified explicitly, or disabled for any backup job.

Read-Only Tablespaces
The Enterprise Backup Utility treats read-only tablespaces like regular tablespaces, backing
them up for backup databaseoperations and restoring them for restore database opera-
tions.

Caution: You must back up the archived log files from every instance in
an Oracle Parallel Server cluster.  To back up all the archived log files for
all the nodes in a cluster, you should explicitly specify the
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST for every node, including the one from which
you are performing the backup, in thearchivelog clause of the backup
command script.

Additional Information: See “Backing Up and Restoring the EBU Cat-
alog” on page 7-9 for information on catalog backup.
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If you want to avoid backing up read-only tablespaces, you must generate a list of all
tablespaces, excluding the read-only tablespaces, to explicitly identify tablespaces in the
command scripts.

This technique can also be used to exclude temporary tablespaces.

Offline Tablespaces/Datafiles
When a tablespace is placed offline, all datafiles are offline so they are not backed up by
default during online or offline backups.  You can useinclude_dbfile to include them dur-
ing both online and offline backups.

When a subset of the datafiles comprising a tablespace are offline, the remaining files can-
not be backed up during online backups.  The offline datafiles can be backed up by using the
include_dbfile specifier.

During offline backups, the online datafiles are backed up by default, however, the offline
datafiles are not backed up unless theinclude_dbfile specifier is used.

Lights-Out or Unattended Backups
A lights-out or unattended backup is a backup which, once set up, is performed automati-
cally.  This release of the Enterprise Backup Utility relies on the third-party media manage-
ment software to schedule and initiate lights-out backups.

To set up a lights-out backup, use the third-party media management vendor software to
define a lights-out backup schedule.  Then provide the pathname of a backup shell script to
the media management software so the script can be invoked at the scheduled time.

Lights-out backups can also be scheduled ascron jobs.

A sample script for the UNIX operating system,lightsout.sh , is included with EBU
and installed in EBU_HOME/admin.

Online Redo Logs
The only method of preserving data in online redo logs against media failure is to duplicate
the logs on different physical devices.  Oracle Corporation recommends that you mirror
online redo logs.  Backing up online redo logs adds no value to the recovery process, so
they are not backed up by the Enterprise Backup Utility:

Additional Information: For more detailed information on how to set
up a lights-out backup, refer to the documentation provided by your
media management software vendor.
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■ If the database runs in ARCHIVELOG mode, all online redo logs are archived and
backed up.

■ If the database runs in NOARCHIVELOG mode, offline backups should be taken only
when the database is shut down cleanly.  A clean shutdown ensures that the offline
backup will be able to bring the database to a consistent point-in-time with only mini-
mal recovery.  See“Resetlogs” on page 5-9 for essential information on “minimal”
recovery.

Oracle Parallel Server Requirements
Oracle Parallel Server installations must follow these requirements when backing up
archived redo log files:

1. The log archive destination for each instance must be known to all other instances, and
each instance should refer to it by the same name.

For example, if node 1 has/arch/n1 as its LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST, all other nodes
should have that directory mounted as/arch/n1.

If this is accomplished by NFS-mounting the other instance LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST
directories, the mounts must include the write option.  The utility must have write
access to all instance LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST directories.

2. The thread number must be hard-coded in the instance-specificinit sid.ora file and
should not be changed for the life of the database.

3. The init sid.ora parameter LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT must include the thread num-
ber, and the format must be consistent across all the nodes in a cluster.

Caution: If you fail to hard-code instance thread numbers, the thread
number for each instance defaults to the order in which it was brought
online.  In such a case, the thread number for an instance may vary over
the life of the instance, making it difficult or impossible to restore
archived log files.

Additional Information: SeeOracle7 Parallel Server Concepts and
Administration for more information about thread numbers and log
archiving.
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5
Restoring and Recovering a Database

This chapter describes the restore and recovery component of the Enterprise Backup Utility.

The following topics are covered:

■ “Types of Restore” on page 5-14

■ “Aggregate Restores” on page 5-5

■ “Resetlogs” on page 5-9

■ “Restore Database Consistent” on page 5-6

■ “Restoring Offline Datafiles” on page 5-7

■ “Point-In-Time Restore” on page 5-7

■ “Recover” on page 5-7

■ “Resetlogs” on page 5-9

■ “Point-In-Time Recovery” on page 5-8

■ “Restoring to a Different Host”“Restoring to a Different Host”

■ “Archivelog Restore” on page 5-10

■ “Remap” on page 5-14

■ “Performing Restore and Recovery” on page 5-14

■ “How Restore Works” on page 5-16

■ “Restoring a Database Subset” on page 5-15

■ “Sample restore Scripts” on page 5-19
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Types of Restore
The type of restore depends on two factors:

■ Completeness of restore.

■ Database state after restore.

Completeness of Restore
■ Completeness of restore - eitherdatabase or <subset>

– A restore of all database files (datafile, control and parameter file) is called
restore database

– A combination of any of the above files is called arestore <subset>

– Archived redo log files.

EBU restores archivelog files by default, except when doingrestore database
consistent

Database state after restore
■ Database state after restore - eitherconsistent or inconsistent

– Consistent Database State

* A consistent restore restores all datafiles and controlfiles (i.e. the entire data-
base) to a consistent state.  No further roll-forward recovery is needed.

* A consistent restore is achieved by restoring files from abackup offline
database .

– Inconsistent Database State

* An inconsistent restore is not consistent with any point in time.

* This inconsistent state of the database can be made consistent by applying
archived redo log files in the subsequent recovery stage.

Restore Database
Whenever a restore database (consistent or otherwise), is performed, the database needs to
be fully shutdown.  To verify this status, the database will be started and mounted exclu-
sively by EBU before each restore that requires it to be down.  By doing that, EBU ensures,
in the case of Oracle Parallel Server, that no other instance has the database mounted and
that the database is fully shutdown.  The startup might fail if the control files are lost or the
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parameter files have been lost, in that case EBU will assume that the database is in the cor-
rect state.

It might be desirable to use a sized down parameter file when verifying the state of the data-
base, or when the original parameter file is lost.  The specifierstartup_pfile=<pfile> can be
used in these circumstances to direct EBU to use this alternative parameter file.

If the database can be started but not mounted due to other instances having it mounted in
shared mode, the restore will be aborted.

Each database file type is restored following the rules  given below in the restore subset sec-
tion.

Restore Subset
Whenever you do not restore all the datafiles belonging to a database, it is called a subset
restore or partial restore.  Subset restores can be performed when the database is either
online or offline.

There are 4 types of objects that can be restored.  They are the following:

■ Datafiles

■ Control Files

■ Parameter Files

■ Archivelog Files

Datafiles
Datafiles are restored to the same location where they were backed up, unless remap is used
See “Remap” on page 5-14.  Since generally the datafile is very large and could even be a
physical or a logical device, it is not possible to make a saved copy of it before restoring it,
the datafile is restored over the original place even if a previous datafile still exists with data
in it.  The user needs to back up the datafile before the restore if the existing data is to be
preserved.

If the datafile is not a logical or physical device (i.e, a regular file), the file is first truncated
and then restored to ensure that the restored size is correct.

If the datafiles are restored when the database is online, the datafiles need to be offline,
either because the datafile itself has been placed offline, or because the tablespace has been
offlined, unless the datafile is being remapped.
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The online datafiles belonging to tablespaces with offline datafiles are not restored by
default whenrestore database or restore <subset> is used, as these files are not backed up
by default during online backups.

In order to restore datafiles that belong to a tablespace with offline datafiles, the datafiles
have to be explicitly requested during therestore <subset>.  It is not possible to restore
these datafiles when usingrestore database.  Only duringrestore database consistent are
they restored by default.

Note that the SYSTEM tablespace or any of the datafiles belonging to it cannot be restored
without remapping if the database is online.

Control Files
A control file might or might not be restored to its original location.  In order for the control
file to be restored to its original location, the database has to be shut down, otherwise an
error is issued.

There are some circumstances that cause the controlfile restore to be done to its original
location:

■ Whenever point-in-time recovery is being performed, the control file is restored to its
original backup location.

In this case, if a control file exists and it is a regular file, it is first backed up to a copy,
its name being generated using the original name with the.<jobid> suffix added, where
<jobid> is the number of the job generated by EBU.

For example,  for restore job #40 the control file /oracle/data/cntrl1@.dbf will be
backed up to /oracle/data/cntrl1@.dbf.40 before the restore happens.

If the control file is not a regular file, but a logical/physical device, an attempt is made
to back it up.  If this fails, a warning is issued, but the job does not fail.  The backup
copy is placed in the default directory for database files (operating system specific).
The name of the control file is created using the basename of the control file and the
.<jobid> suffix.  I.e. control file /dev/rrz4c is backed up as rrz4c.<jobid>  before the
restore happens.

■ When a restore database or subset is performed and the specifiercontrol_file is used,
the control file is restored to its original location.  Before the restore happens, the con-
trol file is backed up as described above.

■ If the control file is being restored due to an implicit request (restore database or
restore database consistent without an explicitcontrol_file specifier), then the control
file is not restored to its original place unless all the control files were regular files and
none of them exist.  If one or more of the control files exist or one or more of the con-
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trol files are logical/physical devices, then the control file is restored with the same
name as the original filename with the.<jobid> suffix.

■ Another circumstance under which the control file is restored to its original place is
when the control file is being restored implicitly (i.e, arestore database) and a restore
to a point in time is performed such that the point in time is before a RESETLOGS
operation or before the database was recreated, then the control file is restored to its
original place.  Before the restore happens, the control file is backed up according to
the above rules.

When the control file is being restored to its original place and the control file chosen by
EBU comes from abackup online, then recovery needs to be performed using the ‘using
backup controlefile’ clause, this in turn will force the database to be open with RESET-
LOGS option.   If therecover specifier is used for the restore, then EBU will automatically
issue these commands.

Also, it is worth noting that when recovery to a  point in time is specified withrestore, the
database will be opened using the database RESETLOGS option. See “Resetlogs” on
page 5-9 for implications of this operation.

Parameter Files
Parameter files can be restored any time irrespective of the state of the database.  If the
parameter file exists, the restored parameter file is not restored to its original location.
Instead, the suffix.<jobid> is added.  Otherwise, the file is restored to its original location.

Archivelog Files
Archivelog files can be restored any time, irrespective of the state of the database.  There are
two possibilites when restoring archivelog files.  They are the following:

■ If no ARCHIVELOG=<directory>  specifier is used, then the archivelogs are restored
to the original backup location as long as the file does not exist already.

■ If ARCHIVELOG=<directory>  is used, then the basename of the archivelog is used
to construct the new filename of the form:<directory>/<archivelog basename>.  If
that file is already present, the archivelog file is skipped and it is not restored.

Aggregate Restores
EBU automatically performs aggregated restores, except when a consistent database is spec-
ified.

An aggregate restore means that EBU will determine which are the most recent backups of
each datafile (all of them, ifdatabase is specified).  These files do not need to come from a
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single job, or even from a single configuration.  The most recent backup selection is per-
formed automatically by EBU.

Since the restored datafiles may belong to different jobs with possibly different configura-
tions and different database states (online, offline), the resulting set of datafiles may not be
consistent with each other and recovery may need to be performed.

The database RECOVER command can be performed manually or automatically by EBU.
EBU can handle many database recovery situations involving the database RECOVER com-
mand, but there are some that will require that the RECOVER be performed manually via
the command-line interface to the server.

Restore Database Consistent
A consistent restore brings all datafiles in the database to a consistent state (all files are
restored as of a single point-in-time), where no recovery is needed to open the database.
This can only be accomplished if all the files come from a singlebackup offline database.

Furthermore, therestore database consistent without Point in Time specification requires
that no configuration update has been recorded in the catalog database since the last offline
backup.   If configuration updates have been recorded, ato specifier needs to be used with
therestore command to force a point-in-time restore.

When restore database consistent is used, the online datafiles of the tablespaces contain-
ing offline datafiles are restored by default, as they were backed up during the offline
backup.

Offline backups can be taken when the database is operating in ARCHIVELOG mode.  In
that case, the offline backup will also back up the archivelogs found in the archive destina-
tion.  Under such circumstances, therestore database consistent can still be recovered to
the current point in time (assuming all archivelogs and online redo logs are restored and
online redo logs are present).  This recovery can be performed manually or automatically by
EBU (using therecover specifier).

You must perform "minimal" recovery, if recovery to current point in time is not done for
any of the following reasons:

■ It is not wanted.

■ The database is not operating in ARCHIVELOG mode.

■ The redo logs are unavailable.

This type of recovery must be performed manually; EBU cannot perform this type of recov-
ery.
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To perform minimal recovery and open a database following a restore database consistent,
execute the following commands after connecting to the database in Server Manager:

SVRMGRL> STARTUP MOUNT;
SVRMGRL> RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL CANCEL;
SVRMGRL> ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS;

See “Resetlogs” on page 5-9 for implications.

Restoring Offline Datafiles
Files which were backed up using theinclude_dbfile are only restored if theinclude_dbfile
is used during restore.  Since the backup was an image copy, it will not be recovered auto-
matically by therecover specifier.

Point-In-Time Restore
By default, EBU will always restore the latest backup of the database or datafile.  Some-
times it might be desirable to restore the database or datafiles using a backup older than  the
latest.  This might be necessary when, for example, the latest backup is not available due to
media failure, or when the latest backup has logical corruptions, or when a previous data-
base configuration is wanted.

Point-in-time restore is independent of recovery.  Point in time restore only forces the use of
specific BFS’s.  These BFS’s can then be recovered to any point in time after the point in
time of  therestore, including the current point in time if all the archivelogs and online redo
logs are present (except in the case of crossing a RESETLOGS boundary.)

If the database is operating in archivelog mode, the latest backup of the specified datafiles
(which belong to jobs finished before the specified point in time) will be used for the
restore.  The aggregate restore and the rules for the database objects described above apply.

If the operation is arestore database consistent, the latest offline backup (belonging to the
configuration implicitly selected by the specified point in time) will be used.

Theto specifier is used to indicate the point in time to restore to.  The format for theto spec-
ifier is:  MM/DD/YYYY [HH24[:MI[:SS]]].

Recover
Once  the datafiles are restored, they have to be made consitent with each other and with the
controlfile.  This process is called recovery.  EBU can automatically perform the recovery
for most situations, although given the varied range of possibilities it might be necessary to
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sometimes perform recovery manually. Recovery is required before the database can be
opened.

How Recovery Works
EBU recovery uses the following procedure. In case of failure in any part of the recovery,
the user must address the source of the problem (detailed error messages are written to the
log file) and perform manual recovery.

■ EBU starts and mounts the database, if it was shut down.

■ EBU invokes Oracle7 recovery (using the ALTER DATABASE statement with the
RECOVER option). The exact command is written to the log file specified in the com-
mand script.

■ If recovery is successful, EBU puts the database back to the state it was in when EBU
was invoked. If recovery fails, EBU leaves the database at the point where recovery has
failed and aborts.

During recovery, detailed error messages from both the Oracle7 Server and the Enterprise
Backup Utility are written to the EBU log file.  If recovery fails, use this log file to diagnose
and fix problems.

EBU only tries to recover the database once following a restore job. If this initial attempt to
recover the database is unsuccessful, the user must fix the recovery problem, then either per-
form manual recovery, or restart the entire restore/recovery job.

Point-In-Time Recovery
All database recoveries involve bringing the database to a particular point in time, usually
the point immediately preceding a media failure, i.e. the present point in time.

When the recovery does not use all redo generated since the last backup (including the
online redo logs), it is called an incomplete recovery, as not all redo has been applied.  By
default, EBU will try to recover to the current point in time.

At times you must peform incomplete recovery - to retrieve a table that was accidentally
dropped, for example. You must restore all database files when performing point in time
recovery; you cannot restore only a subset.

If you perform incomplete recovery, remember that you will erase all database transactions
made since the point in time you are recovering the database to.

If online redo logs are not present or the recovery is to be incomplete, a point-in-time recov-
ery is needed.  This operation can be automatically performed by EBU with the
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recover=[<scn>|<date>]  specifier.   Point in time recovery is not possible unless the data-
base is fully shutdown.

After an incomplete recovery, the database has to be opened using the RESETLOGS option
(See “Resetlogs” on page 5-9 for implications).

Resetlogs
ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS is typically necessary in the following situations:

■ When restoring entire database and performing incomplete recovery (that is, not recov-
ering to the current point in time).   In this case, theresetlogs option is needed to avoid
confusion with the previously created log files that cover the period later than the recov-
ery point.

■ When recovering using a restored backup of the controlfile.

■ When opening the database after a consistent restore (that is, a restore from a single,
offline backup) without performing recovery to current point in time.  In this case, the
resetlogsspecifier causes the database server to create re-initialized online redo logs
and avoids confusion with the previously created log files that cover the period later
than the recovery point.

■ Following the loss of active online redo logs.  In this case, theresetlogsspecifier causes
the database server to create empty online redo logs as recovery to current point in time
is not possible.

You must update information in the backup catalog following anOPEN RESETLOGS.

After opening the database withresetlogs, an immediatebackup database should be per-
formed, as recovery is not possible across a RESETLOGS point.

Restoring to a Different Host
The Enterprise Backup Utility can restore a database to a different host. If the original host
is damaged, for instance, you can use thebackup_host specifier to tell the utility to use
backups from the original host to restore the database in the corresponding location on a dif-
ferent machine. The location on the new host must be identical to the location on the origi-
nal host unlessremap or remap_path is used.

Note: The time to which you want to recover must be entered in the for-
mat MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI. This is a different format than used the
SQL command RECOVER UNTIL.
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Thebackup_host specifier is only needed if the restore occurs on a node which is not part
of the Parallel Server configuration, or in the case of a non Parallel Server Database, when
the restore host is not the same as the backup host.

In EBU 2.1, restores from an Oracle Parallel Server are only possible in an automatic fash-
ion if the restore node is the same as the backup node, otherwise thebackup_host specifier
needs to be used.

As of EBU 2.2 it is possible to restore an Oracle Parallel Server database from any of the
nodes that have been registered in the database, so thebackup_host specifier is not needed
for this circumstance.

Archivelog Restore
Archived redo logs are restored by default whenever at least one datafile is restored.
Archived redo logs are not restored by default when only control or parameter files are
restored, although you can specify that they be restored with control or parameter files.

Typically there are fewer database files than there are archivelogs.  Each backup job can con-
tain hundreds of archivelog files.  The format of the archivelogs might change from time to
time.  In order to keep track of the archivelogs, EBU stores the range of sequences that are
backed up for each thread.   By default, archivelogs are grouped thirty-two (32)  at a time
into a single BFS.

By default, a backup job that includes datafiles will attempt to restore all archivelogs for all
threads that were backed up by all the different jobs that comprise the restore, and all the
archivelogs that have been backed up until the current point in time.

For example, assume the following backup jobs:

Note: Be sure to check that media management software is able to
restore backups performed on one node, on another node, as some ven-
dors store the node name in the BFS name.  Thus, restore from another
node is not possible in an automatic fashion.

Table 5–1 Sample Database Backup

Job Datafiles Backed UP Archivelogs Backed Up

11 None Sequence 289 to 345

23 data1, data2 Sequence 345 to 362
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By default the archivelogs restored will be:

Sometimes it might be necessart to restore more archivelogs that are restored automatically.
This can happen when:

■ The default list of archivelogs which are restored automatically do not include all
archivelogs needed (e.g. older archivelogs)

■ You are performing a restore which does not include any datafiles

 In these cases thestart_lsn specifier can be used to augment the archivelogs to be
restored.  The actual sequence number will only be used to figure out the job needed to start
tbe archivelog group restore, and will not be limited to that actual sequence, as the follow-
ing examples show:

26 data2, data3 Sequence 362 to 410

34 data4, data5 Sequence 410 to 550

41 data5, data6 Sequence 550 to 577

45 none Sequence 577 to 620

53 system Sequence 577 to 682

Table 5–2 Sample Archivelog Restores

Restore Of Archivelogs Restored

data1, data2 345 to 682

data5 550 to 682

data6  550 to 682

database 345 to 682

Table 5–3 Sample Archivelog Restores with start_lsn

Restore Of Start_lsn Archivelogs Restored Up

data1, data2 300 289 to 682

Table 5–1 Sample Database Backup

Job Datafiles Backed UP Archivelogs Backed Up
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At times, it may be necessary to control the upper limit of the archivelogs to be restored, the
end_lsn specifier can be used in this instance to point to a job which limits the group of
archivelogs restored.  Again, as forstart_lsn the archivelogs restored will not be limited to
that sequence, but to a group of archivelogs as the following examples show:

data1, data2 500 345 to 682

data1, data2 650 345 to 682

data1, data2 690 ERROR

data5 300 289 to 682

data5 500 410 to 682

data5 630 550 to 682

data6 300 289 to 682

data6 500 410 to 682

data6 630 550 to 682

database 100 289 to 682

database 300 289 to 682

database 500 345 to 682

database 630 345 to 682

database 690 ERROR

Note: When restoring only the archivelogs,start_lsn must be specified.

Table 5–4 Sample Database Restore with end_lsn

Restore Of end_lsn Archivelogs Restored Up

data1, data2 650 345 to 682

data1, data2 580 345 to 620

data1, data2 560 345 to 577

Table 5–3 Sample Archivelog Restores with start_lsn

Restore Of Start_lsn Archivelogs Restored Up
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When backups are performed for a Parallel Server, each backup might include archivelogs
of more than one thread.  EBU keeps track of all the sequences for all the threads.  When a
restore is performed, thestart_lsn andend_lsn specifier can be specified with the thread
number, in the format<thread#>:<sequence#>.  If no thread is specified, the thread
defaults to either the thread of the node on which the restore is being performed (if it can be
obtained) or to 1 (if the database cannot be mounted).

The actual archivelogs restored will not necesarilly be all the archivelogs in the required
range, as previously mentioned, only archivelogs not already existent on disk are restored.

Just like a database file, an archivelog could have been backed up many times, EBU will
always select the latest copy of an archivelog.  As mentioned on the backup chapter, it is
also possible to make multiple copies of the archivelogs in a single backup job (by using the
arch_copies specifier).  EBU will restore the latest copy of the multiple copies in the single
job.

If it happens that the latest copy of the archivelog is located in a corrupted BFS, it is neces-
sary to force EBU to restore one of the other copies.  A special restore command is used for
that purpose:restore bfs=<bfsname>.  To obtain the BFS names where a particular
archivelog file is located,ebutool -whatbfs=<file>can be used.

data1, data2 405 345 to 550

data4 650 410 to 682

data4 580 410 to 620

data4 560 410 to 577

data4 405 410 to 577

data5 650 550 to 682

data5 560 550 to 682

data5 100 550 to 682

database 650 345 to 682

database 580 345 to 682

database 560 345 to 682

database 405 345 to 682

Table 5–4 Sample Database Restore with end_lsn

Restore Of end_lsn Archivelogs Restored Up
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A  job report detailing the archivelog range sequence for all threads which were backed up
by a given job is easily obtained using ebutool.

Remap
When a datafile is restored to a different location than where it was originally backed up, it
is called a remap.  EBU allows the remapping of all datafiles, control files, parameter files
and archivelog files.

Datafiles, control files and parameter files are remapped individually using theremap speci-
fier.  In this case, the remap might not only change the location of the file, but its actual
name as well.

When a large number of datafiles are being remapped and all of them have a common path,
theremap_path can be specified to rename them with a single specifier.  The path is not
limited to be a directory, but it also can include a prefix common to all the datafiles.

If the datafiles have been remapped the RDBMS needs to be informed of this change of
name  by using ALTER DATABASE RENAME before the database can be opened.  EBU
can be instructed to perform the renaming automatically after the restore by using the
rename specifier.

If the recover specifier is used andremap or remap_path is also used, then therename
specifier must also be used.

If the parameter file is being remapped and the original parameter file does not exist and the
recover specifier is used, then thestartup_pfile specifier must be used, to indicate to EBU
the new location of the parameter file so that the database can be started.

When controlfiles are remapped the parameter file used for startup needs to be modified to
specify the new location before the database can use them.  If EBU is to use these remapped
control files, a parameter file with these new locations should be created before the restore
job is started and thestartup_pfile specifier should be used.

Performing Restore and Recovery
The following steps outline the procedure for restoring and recovering a target database.
Recovery is an option with therestore command, but it is not the default action.

1. Verify that you have the necessary permissions to restore and recover the target data-
base.  Recovery requires the user to connect as SYSDBA, or as INTERNAL with the
user being in the OSDBA group.
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2. Verify that the EBU Catalog database is up and running.

3. Create a command script to perform the type of operation you want.  See Appendix A,
“Command Script Syntax” on page A-1 for a full description of the command scripts.

4. Take the tablespaces or datafiles to be restored offline, or simply shut down the data-
base with SHUTDOWN NORMAL.  The database must be down ifrestore database
or restore database consistent are performed.

5. Invoke the restore job.  Enter the Enterprise Backup Utility command at the prompt:

$ ebu script_name

Restoring a Database Subset
Some situations require that you restore part of a database. You may have to restore part of
a database if you accidentally drop a table or tablespace. You may also need to perform this
operation if the database has failed, and you need to make critical data available, but cannot
wait for the entire database to be restored and recovered.

Under these conditions, you can restore part of the database and recover only the datafiles
you need. You always need the SYSTEM tablespace and the tablespaces containing rollback
segments to open the database, hence you must restore them in order to open the database
successfully.

The following steps help you perform this type of recovery.

1. Prepare a restore script and enter values for the tablespace specifier for the system, roll-
back segment, and any other tablespaces you need.

2. Run EBU to restore datafiles belonging to the specified tablespaces.

3. After the files are restored, mount the database and take all other datafiles that have not
been restored offline. This indicates to the Oracle7 Server that these files are not needed
for recovery.

4. Perform recovery on those parts of the database you have restored.

5. Open the database. At this point, you should be able to export the needed table or make
the partial database available for limited use.

Additional Information: Some media management software requires
special operating system privileges for the user(s) performing restores.
Check your media management software documentation.
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How Restore Works
Once invoked with a command script, the Enterprise Backup Utility performs the following
steps:

1. The utility verifies that the database to be restored is registered in the backup catalog
and that configuration information exists.

2. The utility builds a job list of files to be restored.

3. The utility locates the files from the backup job(s):

■ EBU uses the most recent backup job(s), unlessto="<date>"  is specified.  If
to="<date>"  is specified, EBU uses the most recent job(s) prior to the to specifica-
tion.

■ If the restore database consistent is used, EBU locates all files in the most recent,
singlebackup offline database job in the current configuration.

■ If consistent is not specified, EBU uses the most recent copies of database files,
possibly spanning multiple backup jobs and configurations.

4. The utility issues a read request to the media management software, specifying the
required files. The media management software identifies the corresponding physical
media devices and instructs the operator, through its own user interface, to mount them.

5. The utility restores data from media devices to damaged files, or to any other location
specified in theremap specifier.

Note: If you are restoring because you accidentally dropped a table or
tablespace, Oracle Corporation strongly suggests you restore the database
to a new location, so that you do not overlay the existing database files
with the backup set. If this process is not clear, please contact Oracle
Worldwide Customer Support Services at the number given in the preface
of this guide before proceeding.

Additional Information: For a complete step-by-step discussion of
recovery processes, or more information on renaming datafiles, see the
Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide.
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Examples

Use Table 5–6, “Sample Database Backup Scheme” on page 5-17 with the table of database
restores Table 5–7, “Sample Database Restores” on page 5-18 .

Table 5–5 Simplified Database

Tablespace A Tablespace B

datafile a1 datafile b1

datafile a2 datafile b2

datafile a3 datafile b3

datafile a4

Table 5–6 Sample Database Backup Scheme

Date/Time
Job Initiated Job ID

Begin / End
Log Sequence
Number

Backup
Command Files Backed Up

07/12/1996 17:01 81
82

1200 / 1200
1201 / 1202

offline database +
online archivelog
archdelete

a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2,
b3 +
archived log files LSN
1130 - 1202*

07/13/1996 17:01 83 1277 / 1278 online
tablespace = A
dbfile = b1
archdelete

a1, a2, a3, a4, b1
archived log files LSN
1202 - 1278

07/14/1996 17:01 84 1347 / 1350 online
dbfile = a1, a2, b3
archdelete

a1, a2, b3
archived log files LSN
1278 - 1350

07/15/1996 17:01 85 1412 / 1414 online database
archdelete

a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2,
b3
archived log files LSN
1350 - 1414

07/16/1996 17:01 86 1490 / 1492 online
tablespace = B
dbfile = a1, a2

a1, a2, b1, b2, b3
archived log files LSN
1414 - 1492

* Assumes that the last backup job to include archived redo log files ended with LSN 1130.
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Use  Table 5–7, “Sample Database Restores” on page 5-18 with the sample database backup
scheme in “Sample Database Backup Scheme” on page 5-17.  Assume that all restores are
performed on 7/22/96.

07/17/1996 17:01 87 1565 / 1566 online
dbfile = a3, a4, b1
archdelete

a3, a4, b1
archived log files LSN
1414 - 1566

07/18/1996 17:01 88 1656 / 1658 online
tablespace = A
archdelete

a1, a2, a3, a4
archived log files LSN
1566 - 1658

07/19/1996 17:01 89 1723 / 1723 offline database a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2,
b3

07/20/1996 17:01 90 1797 / 1801 online
tablespace = A
archdelete

a1, a2, a3, a4
archived log files LSN
1658 - 1801

07/21/1996 17:01 91 1886 / 1888 online
dbfile = a1, b1, b2
archdelete

a1, b1, b2
archived log files LSN
1801 - 1888

Table 5–7 Sample Database Restores

Restore Command Files Restored From Job

restore database consistent a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3 89

no archived log files restored --

restore database consistent
archivelog start_lsn = 1799

a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3 89

archived logs: LSN 1658-1888 90, 91

restore
tablespace = B

b1, b2 91

b3 89

archived logs: LSN 1658-1888 90, 91

restore database a1, b1, b2 91

Table 5–6 Sample Database Backup Scheme

Date/Time
Job Initiated Job ID

Begin / End
Log Sequence
Number

Backup
Command Files Backed Up

* Assumes that the last backup job to include archived redo log files ended with LSN 1130.
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Sample restore Scripts
Following are four sample restore scripts:

Example 5–1 Restore Database Consistent with Recovery to the Most Recent Point in
Time

restore database consistent
db_name = "PROD"
parallel = 4
recover
log = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log"

a2, a3, a4 90

b3 89

archived logs: LSN 1658-1888 90, 91

restore database
to = 07/14/1996 23:00

a1, a2, b3 84

a3, a4, b1 83

b2 81

archived logs LSN: 1130-1414 82-85

restore database consistent
to = 07/16/1996 15:00

a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3 81

archived logs LSN: 1130-1492 82-86

restore
to = 07/15/1996 02:30
dbfile = a1, a2, a4, b2

a1, a2 84

a4 83

b2 81

archived logs LSN: 1130-1888 82-88,
90, 91

Additional Information: See Appendix B, “Command Script Exam-
ples” on page B-1, for sample EBU command scripts.

Table 5–7 Sample Database Restores

Restore Command Files Restored From Job
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Restore of Tablespaces and Control File Without Recovery
restore
control_file
tablespace = "A","B"

Example 5–2 Datafile Restore with Remap Option

restore
dbfile = "/oracle/dbs/data1PROD.ora"
remap = "/oracle/dbs/data1PROD.ora" to "/opt1/newhome/data1PROD.ora"

Example 5–3 Point-in-time Restore Database with Point-in-Time Recovery

restore database
db_name = "PROD"
to = "10/01/1996 12:00"
recover = "10/01/1996 15:00"

Additional Information: For more information on  the following topics
see theOracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide.

■ recovery from loss of an online redo log file

■ OPEN RESETLOGS

■ guidelines for database backup and creating a backup strategy

■ complete description of the backup and recovery process
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6
Improving Performance

This chapter describes the performance-enhancing features available in the Enterprise
Backup Utility.

The topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Parallel Operations” on page 6-1

■ “Multiplexing” on page 6-2

■ “Number of Outstanding I/O Requests Per File” on page 6-8

■ “Using Multiple EBU Jobs” on page 6-10

Parallel Operations
When more than one tape device is available for EBU usage, the first thing to do to increase
performance is to use all available tape devices.

Theparallel specifier can be used to signal EBU to generate in parallel more than one logi-
cal tape stream.   Depending on the configuration of the Media Management Software, each
logical tape stream can cause I/O either to a physical tape device or, under some circum-
stances, it is possible that more than one logical tape stream be multiplexed by the Media
Vendor Software into a single physical tape device.  This is called Hardware Multiplexing.

In general, the backup time will be decreased when more than one logical tape stream is
multiplexed into a physical tape device (up to the number of streams that completely satu-
rate the tape device), but the restore time might be incremented considerably and made prob-
lematic.  Before using the hardware multiplexing feature, be sure to understand the
implications for your media management software.

Once all tape devices are being used by EBU, the key to EBU’s performance is that these
devices are kept streaming.   This means that the tapes should not wait for data from the
disk.
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There are two options available in EBU to keep the tapes streaming:

■ Multiplexing

■ Number of outstanding I/O requests per file

Multiplexing

Description
By default, each target database datafile is backed up in its own Backup File Set (BFS).  It
may be possible to improve backup performance by interlacing database blocks from data-
base files stored on different physical disk drives into a single BFS. This practice is called
multiplexing. Up to 32 datafiles files (128 archivelog files) can be multiplexed into a single
BFS.  This is not the same as hardware multiplexing described above.

EBU’s multiplexing effectively increases disk access speed by allowing data from multiple
disks to be read into a single BFS simultaneously. Data blocks from the multiple datafiles
are integrated into one logical tape stream. The Enterprise Backup Utility automatically
demultiplexes the BFS upon restore.

To use the multiplexing feature of the Enterprise Backup Utility, use themux specifier in
your command script. By default, files are backed up without multiplexing.

Figure 6–1, “Backing Up a Tablespace without Multiplexing” on page 6-3 depicts a no-mul-
tiplex backup of a tablespace with four datafiles, stored across four physical disks.  Each
datafile is backed up to tape in its own BFS, and the BFSs are written to tape sequentially.

Note: Use multiplexing only if the media backup device is so fast that it
is not streaming continuously in the default (no mulitplexing) case.  Multi-
plexing to an already fully-utilized media device not only fails to improve
performance, but may even degrade it.
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Figure 6–1 Backing Up a Tablespace without Multiplexing

Figure 6–2, “Backing Up a Tablespace with Multiplexing” on page 6-4 depicts backing up
the same tablespace backup as in Figure 6–1, except with multiplexing.  The datafiles are
multiplexed in pairs, and each pair is written to a single BFS.  Disk access speed is effec-
tively doubled, allowing it to more closely match the speed of the backup media device.

Note: Only multiplex files from different disks.  Do not multiplex files
from the same disk.

Tablespace A

Backup Files Tapes/Backup
File Set

a1.dbf

a2.dbf

a3.dbf

a4.dbf

BFS 2

Disk1

Disk2

Disk3

Disk4 BFS 4

BFS 3

BFS 1
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Figure 6–2 Backing Up a Tablespace with Multiplexing

Example 6–1 Command script using mux specifier

# tablespace A contains "?/dbs/a[1-4].dbf"
backup online
oracle_sid = ” PROD”
control_file
tablespace = ” A”
mux = (” home/oracle/dbs/a1.dbf ”,  ” /home/oracle/dbs/a2.dbf ”),
      (” /home/oracle/dbs/a3.dbf ”,  ” /home/oracle/dbs/a4.dbf ”)

Themux specifier is used only to specify multiplexing of files identified by thedatabase or
tablespace or dbfile specifiers.  It is not a substitute for thedatabase or tablespace or
dbfile specifiers.  For example, if you do not specifytablespace=”A” in the preceding
example, an error results because the files?/dbs/a[1-4].dbf are not in the backup set.

Tablespace A

Backup Files Tapes/Backup
File Set

a1.dbf

a2.dbf

a3.dbf

a4.dbf

BFS 1

Disk1

Disk2

Disk3

Disk4

BFS 2
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Criteria for Multiplexing
It is not possible to multiplex control files or parameter files, only datafiles and archivelogs
can be multiplexed.  Archivelog multiplexing is described later.

Multiplexing files that reside in the same physical disk normally does not yield any advan-
tage as the disk throughput will be diminished by the head movement required to read files
in the same disk at the same time.

Multiplexing datafiles that exist on different disks is the most important criteria for multi-
plexing.  The multiplexing goal is to spin as many disks as possible so that the overall trans-
fer disk rate is such that the tape is kept streaming.  This depends on several factors:

■ disk speed

■ controller sustain rate as disks are read simultaneously

■ tape drive speed

■ empty blocks in datafiles

■ compressed/uncompressed speeds of tape drive

■ Disk striping

Factor Analysis

Scenario 1
■ No empty blocks in datafiles

■ No compression used in tape drive

■ 3 controllers, each has 5 raw disks.

■ Sustained disk speed rates:

– If 1 disk is read from each controlle - 4 MB/s from each disk

– If 2 disks are read simultaneously from each controller - 3.5 MB/s from each disk

– If 3 disks are read simultaneously from each controller - 3.2 MB/s from each disk

– If 4 - 2.5 MB/s

– If 5 - 1.5 MB/s

■ Tape speed: 10 Mb/s (this assumes a dedicated controller to the tape drives

■ 3 tape drives
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In this case, 4 or 5 disks per controller can be multiplexed to maximize throughput.  Using
no multiplex will yield only 4 Mb vs. 10 Mb/s.  Using 2 disks will be 7 Mb/s vs. 10  Mb/s.
Using 3 disks will be 9 Mb/s versus 10 Mb/s with multiplexing.  Using 4 or 5 disks  - 11.2
and 10.5 Mb/s are obtained.  Using all 6 disks, the throughput drops to 9Mb/s due to control-
ler saturation.  In the ideal case where no datafiles have empty blocks, 5 disks per multiplex
stream yields the best result.

Scenario 2
■ Same configuration as Scenario 1

■ Large unused portions (empty) of the datafiles

Initially, It would seem that this is the same problem as Scenario 1, but it is not.  EBU will
read the blocks in the datafiles, and if all the blocks are empty, it will discard them as they
are not needed to be backed up.

Due to this "block discarding", the best would be to use 4 disks per multiplex stream.  In
this case, we want to have a margin so that, when chunks of empty blocks are discarded by
the disk readers, other files can keep the tape streaming.

When dealing with sparse files, EBU still needs to read and analyze all the empty blocks
from disk before discarding them.  If the number of emply chunks is large, the backup will
be characterized by lots of disk activity and very little tape activity.

When there is only one file and no multiplexing, the tape will be waiting for data to write to
tape while the disk  is skipping the empty blocks.  When multiple files are multiplexed, the
tape may or may not be idle,  depending on the location of the empty blocks.  If for all data-
files the empty blocks are at the end, and the size of the empty blocks are different,  then the
overall perception will be that the tape throughput decays as the backup goes along.  Ini-
tially a 10 MB rate is observed which starts to decrease as the disk operations do not find
data in the files until there is no more tape activity while the empty blocks of all the files are
read.  How long that idle phase is will depend on the percentage of empty blocks.

Scenario 3

Scenario 3
■ Same configuration as Scenario 1

■ Tape devices perform compression

When compression is added into the mix, it is hard to predict if the tapes will be kept
streaming as some data is more compressible than other.  Typically a tape drive will quote a
rate for compressed data based on a 2 to 1 compression ratio.  It is possible to have data
with compression rates of 10 to 1 or more, while other data might not get to the 2 to 1 ratio.
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Once compression is taken into account, the actual disk transfer rates might not be enough
to keep the tapes busy.  In general if we expect the data to be compressible N times, then the
disk transfer rate should be N times the tape transfer rate.

From the compression point of view, the ideal mix is highly compressible files mixed with
files with a lower compression ratio.  In that way, the overall mix is a medium compression.
Otherwise, some tapes will not be kept busy due to highly compressible data, while others
have too much disk power assigned and the tapes cannot keep up.

Disk Striping
When using disk striping, EBU multiplexing is not necessarily needed to utilize all the
underlaying physical disks, as long as thetape_io_size is set so that all disks in the stripe
are accessed during one disk read.  For example for a four disk stripe with a stripe of size
32K, thetape_io_size should be set to 128K.   Using the aforementionedtape_io_size for
a striped disk volume is similar to having specified four disks in amux clause to EBU, but
in this case, with the appropriatetape_io_size, it is the disk striping mechanism that pro-
vides full physical disk utilization, instead of the Asynch IO module of EBU.

In order for stripping to be succesful from the EBU point of view, the stripes should encom-
pass the whole physical device.  Otherwise, if using multiple tape streams and reading/writ-
ing two or more stripes split into a physical device is the same as trying to multiplex files in
the same physical device, the overhead of the head movemente may negate any advantage
of spinning several disks in a single read/write operation

Multiplexing and Restore
EBU’s multiplexing may or may not increase the time needed to restore; this depends on
what is being restored.  The worst case is when only one file out of the N muxed files is
restored.  Then EBU will still need to read all the BFS, which is N times larger (assuming
all files are the same length), to retrieve only one file.  When all the files that were muxed
together are restored together, the restore speed should match the backup speed, e.g.,  if 4
files of the same size were multiplexed during backup and only 1 is restored, EBU  must
still read all the BFS completely (thus causing the restore time to be 4 times as long as it
could have possibly been if the restored file had been backed up without multiplexing).

Furthermore, if multiplexing is used, the restore time may increase when the restore
involves files that were backed up to the same tape with different multiplexing combinations
- in such a way that the restore requires two or more BFSs from the same tape at the same
time.  In this case, the other logical tape streams will have to wait until the first stream fin-
ishes before continuing, thus serializing the restore.
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Archivelog Multiplexing
Archivelogs are not multiplexed in parallel, but serially.  As discussed above, parallel multi-
plexing of files from the same disk does not yield any advantage.  On the other hand, in gen-
eral the number of archivelogs tends to be large compared to the  number of datafiles and
control files.  Additionally, the archivelogs tend to be smaller than the datafiles.  The over-
head of creating a BFS for each archivelog is too high; thus, by default the archivelogs are
serially multiplexed into a BFS, the default is to multiplex 32 archivelogs per BFS.  The
number of archivelogs per BFS is controlled by thearch_per_bfs specifier of the backup
command.  The maximum number of archivelogs that can be serially multiplexed in a single
BFS is 128.

Number of Outstanding I/O Requests Per File
In order to obtain the sustained disk transfer rates assumed in the previous sections, it is nec-
essary to keep the disks at maximum throughput.  To that purpose, EBU uses asynchronous
I/O to disk.  This is implemented by using an I/O model.  There are two basic I/O models
that can be used:  Asynchronous I/O and Shared Memory.  Depending on the OS, both or
only one of these I/O models will be available in a platform.

Under the Asynchronous I/O (AIO) model, EBU used the Asynch IO OS capabilities to
issue Asynchronous operations to disk.  Some OS’s have AIO operations, but they are not
supported for files residing in a file system.  Thus, depending on the database configuration
and the operations being performed, the AIO model may or may not be available.  The AIO
model only starts as manybrio  processes as the paralled setting requires and does not
require IPC resources.

In platforms that support both models and AIO is not the default, theuse_io_model=AIO
can be used to direct EBU to use the AIO model.

The Shared Memory model requires multiple coordinatingbrio  processes.  Eachbrio  needs
to allocate a shared memory segment (ofbuffer_size bytes), a semaphore set (with N sema-
phores, where N is the number of files in the BFS) and M slave processes, where M depends
on the calculation detailed below.

In platforms that support both models and the shared memory model is not the default, the
use_io_model=SHM can be used to direct EBU to use the Shared momory model.

If the platform only supports one model, the use of theuse_io_model specifier to specify a
model will cause an error.

Both of these models are tuned by controlling the number of outstanding requests to each
data file.  A single I/O from a datafile might not be enough to keep the tape streaming.

The number of outstanding requests is derived from the EBU IO parameters.
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In order to obtain the maximum disk performance, the number of outstanding requests
should be such that the disk transfer rate is maximized.  All disk I/O is done intape_io_size
Oracle blocks.  The number of outstanding requests is derived from the following formulae:

#requests=(MAX(1,disk_io_size/tape_io_size)) *NTHREADS

where

NTHREADS=MAX(disk_io_size/MAX_IO/(NFILES), 1)

and

MAX_IO=MAX( disk_io_size, tape_io_size)

NFILES is the number of files that are included in each Backup File Set (BFS).  By default,
each target database datafile is backup up in its own BFS (except archivelogs).  By default,
the value of NFILES is 1.

For example, with the default values:

disk_io_size  = 16
tape_io_size  = 32
buffer_size  = 128
FILES =1

The number of disk requests would be:

MAX_IO = MAX(16,32) = 32
NTHREADS =  MAX((128/32)/(1), 1) = MAX(4/1, 1) = MAX (4, 1) = 4
#requests = (max(1,integer(16/32)))*4 = (max(1, 0)))*4 = 1*4 = 4

For the following values:

disk_io_size = 128
tape_io_size = 32
buffer_size  = 1024
NFILES = 4

The number of requests would be:

MAX_IO = MAX(128, 32) = 128
NTHREADS = MAX((1024/128)/(4),1) = MAX((8)/(4),1)  = MAX(2, 1) = 2
#requests = (max(1,integer(128/32)))*2 =  max(1, 4)))*2 = (4)*2= 8

In case of platforms using the shared memory model, the number of slave processes
spawned by each logical tape stream is determined by:

#ofSlaves =  NTHREADS*NFILES
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In the last example, if using the shared memory model, each parallel stream would have
2*4=8 slave disk processes, plus a coordinator, for a total of 9 processes per each parallel
stream.

Each one will require a shared memory buffer of size:

MAX(1, DISK_IO_SIZE/TAPE_IO_SIZE)) * NTHREADS * NFILES

Again, using the above example:

MAX(1, 128/32) * 2 * 4 = MAX(1,4) * 2 * 4 = 4 * 2 * 4 = 32 Oracle blocks

Using Multiple EBU Jobs
By using theparallel andmux specifiers and I/O parameters described above, there is nor-
mally no need to start multiple jobs for the same database in parallel.  The granularity at the
database level is the tablespace, no two or more jobs can be operating in the same
tablespace for a given database.

Multiple databases can be backed up or restored simultaneously by involing multiple EBU
processses.

Each backup or restore operation has its own EBU control process and BRIO processes, but
all EBU instances should access the same Backup Catalog and media management soft-
ware.  On a given host, concurrent instances of EBU (in Unix running with the same userid)
share an Instance Manager (brd  process).  Instances running (in Unix under different use-
rid’s or) on separate hosts will have their own Instance Managers.
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7
The EBU Catalog

This chapter discusses the EBU Catalog component of the Enterprise Backup Utility.

Topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Information Stored in the EBU Catalog” on page 7-1

■ “The ebutool Utility” on page 7-3

■ “Backing Up and Restoring the EBU Catalog” on page 7-9

■ “Creating or Upgrading the EBU Catalog” on page 7-11

Information Stored in the EBU Catalog
The EBU Catalog is a set of tables stored in an Oracle7 database, separate from all target
databases.  It can store information on multiple target databases, making it a central reposi-
tory of configuration information for an entire enterprise.

Caution: Oracle Corporation makes the following recommendations
regarding the EBU Catalog:

■ The EBU Catalog and the EBU Catalog database should be used for
no purpose other than storing information for the Enterprise Backup
Utility.

■ The EBU Catalog database should be on a different machine than all
target databases to prevent the catalog from being affected by host
failures that impact target databases.

■ You should have only one EBU Catalog per enterprise, although
EBU supports having multiple EBU Catalogs.
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Structural Information
The EBU Catalog maintains a history of the following structural information about all target
databases:

■ all database files: data files, control files, parameter files, and archived redo log files if
any

■ log sequence numbers

■ thread information

■ database name

■ ORACLE_HOME

■ ORACLE_SID

■ target database connection information

Runtime Information
The EBU Catalog also stores runtime information on backup and restore jobs in progress  In
case of the failure of a job, the information is used to perform cleanup operations on the tar-
get database, as well as the EBU Catalog.  The following runtime information is stored:

■ types backups being performed

■ job IDs of the jobs in progress

■ Backup File Set (BFS) names, and associated datafiles

■ start and end time of backup or restore operations

■ various information for each job, like disk and tape I/O metrics, OS resources being
used, etc.

Updating Information for Target Databases
The EBU Catalog must contain information on the current physical structure of the target
database(s), and therefore should be updated following any structural change to a target
database.  EBU does this automatically in all cases except offline backups. (See “Autoregis-
tration” on page 3-6.)

Types of changes which must be reflected in the EBU Catalog include:

■ adding or dropping a tablespace

■ moving datafiles to a different location
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■ adding or dropping control file(s)

■ resizing database files (Oracle7 Server version 7.2 or higher)

■ changing file attributes

■ onlining/offlining datafiles/tablespaces

■ recreating the database or performing an OPEN RESETLOGS operation

When a database is recreated or opened with the RESETLOGS option, the EBU Cata-
log treats the next configuration update as the registration of a new database.  This
means that you cannot recover the new database to any point prior to the recreation or
OPEN RESETLOGS.

Sizing of Catalog Database
The size of the EBU catalog is proportional to:

■  The number of datafiles in all databases being managed by the backup catalog

■ The frequency with which the following occurs:

– datafiles are resized

– datafiles are added

– tablespaces are deleted

■ The number of archived logs which are generated by those databases

■ The frequency with which the datafiles and archived logs of those databases are backed
up

There is other information stored in the backup catalog, but this information will comprise
by far the largest part of backup catalog space usage.

The ebutool Utility
Theebutool utility is a tool for accessing and managing information in the EBU Catalog.  It
allows you to query information stored in the EBU Catalog and delete “old” backup infor-
mation, keeping the catalog to a manageable size.

Job Administration
Ebutool is also used to administer jobs.  There are three basic operations over jobs:

■ Cancel
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■ Invalidate

■ Deletion

Before EBU 2.2, it was required that Cancel and Invalidate were put in a script and then be
submitted as a job.  As of EBU 2.2, Cancel and Invalidate are incorporated intoebutool.
Both commands no longer need the creation of a script and are achieved by using command
line switches toebutool.

Cancellation
Cancel is used for running jobs that for one reason or another need to be stopped, or for
failed jobs that are not being properly cleaned by the Instance Manager (brd).  To cancel a
job, use:

ebutool -canceljob=<jobid>

Invalidation
Invalidate is used for jobs that completed correctly as far as EBU is concerned, but for some
external reason should be marked as failed (for example, the tape where the backup was per-
formed has been physically lost.  Only backup jobs that finished successfully (or were par-
tially successful) can be invalidated.  Otherwise, errors are flagged during the execution of
the invalidation.  Once a job is invalidated, the BFS’s that comprised the job are removed
from the Media Manager Catalog and can no longer be used for restore operations as the job
will be marked as an unsuccessful job.  To invalidate a successful job, use:

ebutool -invalidatejob=<jobid>

Deletion
Deletion of a specific job is accomplished by using:

ebutool -deljobid=<jobid>

While Invalidate can only be used for successful backup jobs, job deletion can be performed
for any kind of job in any final state.  If the job had BFS’s that finished correctly, all the
BFS’s are marked as removed from the Media Manager Catalog and all the EBU catalog
records of the job are removed completely from the EBU catalog.  Implicitly, once a backup
job is removed, it is not possible to use any of its BFS’s for restore operations.

Deletion of a job should be used with caution, as it is irreversible.  Once the BFS’s are
marked as removed from the media catalog, even if the EBU catalog is restored from a pre-
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vious backup (thus recreating the job records), the Media Manager might be unable to
restore the BFS’s that have been marked as removed.

Another way to delete jobs is  through the use of:

ebutool -db_name=<db_name> ...-purgejobs=<all|# of days>

In the case of using <# of days>, all jobs before the specified number of days are deleted
from the backup catalog for the specified database.  The deletion is all encompassing, all
kind of EBU jobs (register, backup, restore) are deleted, without regard to its outcome.  In
the case of successful backup jobs, the BFS’s are marked as removed from the Media Man-
ager catalog.  Therefore, even if the EBU catalog is restored from a previous backup (See
next sections), thus recreating the job records, the Media Manager might be unable to
restore the BFS’s that have been marked as removed.  Both types of deletion require interac-
tive console acknowledgement or-force as their outcome is irreversible.  This is to prevent
accidental deletion of jobs from the EBU catalog by an automated task gone haywire or
other circumstance.
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Usage
The usage for ebutool is shown below:

ebutool
        {
            -db_name=<database>
           [-sid=<oracle sid>]

            [-host=<hostname>]
                {
                    -configuration[={all|current}]        |
                    -bfslist[={all|current}]              |
                    -tslist[={all|current}]               |
                    -filelist[={all|current}]             |
                    -whatbfs=<file (full pathname)>       |
                    -delconf={all|<# of confs to keep>}   |
                    -purgejobs={all|<days older>}
                }
                [-at='MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI:SS']
        |   -dblist
        |   -job={all|<jobid>}
        |   -migrate
        |   -cretrgtusr
        |   -canceljob=<jobid>
        |   -invalidatejob=<jobid>
        |   -deljobid=<jobid>
        |   -catalog={all|<# of days back>}
        |   -fixfilelist
        |   -stopbrd
        |   -wakebrd
        |   -help
        }
        [{-ofile=<output file>}|<output file>]

Note: Do not insert spaces between command switches and the corre-
sponding specifiers. The syntax is shown with newlines for clarity only.
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Keywords

Table 7–1 Keywords Used in the ebutool Utility

Keyword Description

-db_name Specifies the target database name.  Case sensitive; do not use quota-
tion marks.

-sid Specifies the oracle sid for the database in case there are multiple
databases with the same name.

-host Specifies the host name for the database in case there are multiple
databases with the same name and oracle_sid.

-configuration Obtains a list of the current registered configuration.  Also returns a
list of files for which a backup job is not found.  Current configura-
tion is the default; all configurations can be specified using -configu-
ration=all.

-bfslist Returns the current configuration and a list of all backup jobs per-
formed on the configuration.  For each job, details of the job and
Backup File Sets (BFS) are reported.  Current configuration is
default; all configurations can be obtained using -bfslist=all.

-tslist Returns current configuration and a list of tablespaces.  For each
tablespacecompletely backed up by a job, the job number is dis-
played.  If no backup job hascompletely backed up a tablespace, a
“No Backup Jobs Found” message is reported instead.  Current con-
figuration is the default mode; all configurations can be obtained
using -tslist=all.

-filelist Returns the current configuration and a list of each file.  For each
file, the BFS and backup job number are displayed.  If no backup is
found for a particular file, returns the message “No Backup Jobs
Found.”

-whatbfs Returns the names of the BFS’s that contain the specified file for the
given database.  This is expecially useful in conjunction with the
restore bfs command to retrieve a specific copy of an archivelog file.

-delconf Deletes "old" configurations from the EBU catalog. When a configu-
ration is deleted, all information about it and the backup jobs per-
formed is removed. When the jobs are deleted, the media manager
removes the BFS’s from the media.Once a configuration is deleted,
no restore to points-in-time covered by the configuration is possible.
Cannot be used with-at.
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-purgejobs Deletes jobs for the specified target database.  When jobs are
deleted, the media manager removes the BFSs from the media.  All
jobs for the specified database can be purged, or just those more than
x days old.

-at ’MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI:SS’ gives configuration information for
the specified time.  When used with -configuration=all, returns all
configurations starting with the specified time.  Can also be used
with any of the “list” command options (-bfslist, -tslist and -filelist).

-dblist Returns current configuration for all target databases.  Useful for
determining the contents of the EBU Catalog prior to generating
more detailed reports.

-job

-job=all

Returns a listing for the jobID number specified.  Job details and the
BFS’s comprising the job are listed.-joball  will list all jobs in the
catalog for all target databases.

 -migrate Migrates information stored in one release of an EBU Catalog (such
as an EBU 2.0 or 2.1 catalog) to another EBU Catalog (such as an
EBU 2.2 Catalog).  See  “All EBU Installations are Upgraded
Together” on page 2-7, and  “Target Databases are Upgraded at Dif-
ferent Times” on page 2-7 for details on migrating from an earlier
EBU release.

-cretrgtusr Creates the EBU backup user in the target database.  See “Authoriz-
ing Target Database Backups” on page 2-3 for details on this user.

-canceljob=jobID Replaces thecancel command of 2.1,cancel is no longer a valid
command forebu, ebutool needs to be used with this option to can-
cel a running job or force the invalidation of a failed job thatbrd  has
not been able to clean up.  Cancels an active job and cleans up its
resources, based on the jobID number.  To find the jobID for a job
you want to cancel, look at the log file or query the table
OBK_RT_JOB_BR.

-deljobid=jobID Deletes a specific job, based on the jobID number.

-invalidatejob=jobID Invalidates a backup in both the EBU and media management cata-
logs.  Typically used when a backup has become unavailable, e.g. a
lost tape.  Must be run from the host that created the backup.

-catalog Used to obtain a report of catalog backups recorded in the EBU cata-
log.

Table 7–1 Keywords Used in the ebutool Utility

Keyword Description
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 Backing Up and Restoring the EBU Catalog
EBU 2.1 and 2.2  automate the backup and restore of the EBU Catalog.

Catalog Backup
Each backup operation - database or subset, online or offline - backs up the EBU catalog.
The catalog backup file is written to the media device, after the BFS’s from the target data-
base backup.  In the EBU catalog database, only the contents of catalog tables are backed
up: no physical files are backed up.

Catalog backup is the default, but it can be disabled by thecatalog=nonespecifier in the
backup command script. The EBU catalog can also be backed up alone by using the
backup catalog command.

-help Returns a screen withebutool utility syntax.

-ofile=output_file Specifies the name of the output file.  The output file is formatted at
66 lines per page.  If no output file is specified, the output ofebutool
goes to standard error.

-wakebrd Ensures that thebrd process is running.

-stopbrd Shuts down thebrd  process.

-fixfilenames Allows EBU to rename datafiles and logfiles in a canonical format
appropriate for your operating system environment, so as to avoid
problems with filenames that are non-standard, e.g. using ’/’ as a
path separator or mixed case on NT, or using ’//’ on UNIX.  It does
not relocate your database files, it merely normalizes the format of
the filenames appropriate for EBU’s file name translation functions.
If filenames are not normalized to remove constructs like the afore-
mentioned, then therecover andrename operations will fail.  In
order to normalize filenames, EBU must shutdown the database, if it
is open.  After this one-time procedure (per-target), the instance will
be restored to its prior state.  This procedure may be required again if
datafiles are added whose names are not normalized to standard path-
names.

Additional Information: See Figure A–1, “Backup Syntax” on
page A-4  for command syntax.

Table 7–1 Keywords Used in the ebutool Utility

Keyword Description
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EBU tags successful catalog backups with sequence numbers which can be used for identi-
fying the backup more quickly. The sequence number is incremented for each catalog
backup per day. The sequence for each day resets to zero, and has an upper limit of 1000.
The sequence number is recorded in the log file of the backup job.

If the catalog backup should fail, the backup of the target database is still marked as success-
ful, but the backup job completes with a warning that the catalog backup failed.

No other backup or restore operations can be run when a catalog backup or restore is taking
place.

Catalog Restore
In the case of the loss of the backup catalog, the backups of the backup catalog can be used
to restore it.  For the catalog restore operation, it is not necessary to have a catalog.  EBU
automatically figures out which is the latest backup of the EBU catalog performed in the
last seven days from the current date and uses it to restore the EBU catalog.

The EBU catalog can be restored using therestore catalog command. By default,restore
catalog restores the most current EBU catalog backup and overwrites the existing EBU cata-
log in the catalog database.

Whenrestore catalog is used in a command script, EBU connects to the database specified
in the EBU_HOME/admin/catalog.ebu file and checks the DB_NAME of the database
against thedb_name you specified in the command script.  If the two names are not identi-
cal, EBU aborts.  This means that if you are restoring the catalog to a different database,
you must first update the catalog.ebu file.

EBU allows the catalog to be restored to a different database by using the AS specifier in
the restore catalog script.

If the database names match, or theas=specifier matches the name of the database to which
EBU has connected, EBU looks for a backup catalog schema.  If one is found, it is dropped
and a new empty one is created, thus losing all previous information in the backup catalog.
After (re)creating the backup catalog, the BFS containing the backup catalog is restored
from the media into a file.  This file is placed by default in the EBU_HOME/admin direc-
tory, but can be directed to a different directory by using thetempdir  specifier of the
restore command.

Once the file with the backup of the catalog is on disk, EBU proceeds to read the informa-
tion contained in the file and starts recreating the backup catalog.  The time spent in recreat-
ing the EBU catalog will be directly proportional to the amount of information that needs to
be recreated.  The catalog database should have enough space so that all the schema can be
recreated.  Any errors during the loading phase will leave an incomplete EBU catalog that
should not be used until the restore completes successfully.
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Sometimes, it might be desirable to restore a backup of the EBU catalog which is not the lat-
est.  Due to the loss of the EBU catalog, this operation cannot be performed as it is done for
the database objects where ato= specifier is used to indicate the precise point-in-time to
which to restore.  Instead, the date of the backup and a sequence number during that day
should be used to indicate what backup of the EBU catalog to use.ebutool -catalog can be
used (before the loss of the EBU catalog) to obtain the available dates/sequence of the back-
ups, that later on can be used to perform this poing-in-time restore.

When the catalog is restored to a point in time, all jobs executed after that point in time will
be lost, and restore from those jobs will not be possible.  Furthermore the catalog of the
Media Manager will be out of sync with the EBU catalog, unless a copy of the Media Man-
ager’s backup catalog at the same point in time has been restored simultaneously.

Note that even if previously deleted jobs are recreated by the restore to a point in time of the
catalog, unless vendor-specific measures had been taken to update the Media Manager cata-
log, restore from these deleted jobs might not be possible, as the BFS’s would have been
marked as deleted in the Media Manage’s Catalog as well.

Creating or Upgrading the EBU Catalog
EBU release 2.2 requires release 2.2 of the EBU Catalog.  There are three possible scenar-
ios for creating or upgrading the catalog:

■ first-time EBU installation

■ all target databases are upgraded together to release 2.2

■ target databases are upgraded over time

Additional Information: For command syntax, see “Restore Catalog”
on page A-25.

Additional Information: Each of these scenarios is discussed in detail
in “Setting Up the EBU Catalog” on page 2-5.
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8
Managing and Troubleshooting

This chapter discusses the mechanisms available to you for managing the performance and
operation of the Enterprise Backup Utility.

The topics covered in this chapter are:

■ “Enterprise Backup Utility Privileges” on page 8-1

■ “The EBU Parameter File” on page 8-2

■ “The EBU Instance Manager” on page 8-3

■ “Troubleshooting for EBU” on page 8-6

Enterprise Backup Utility Privileges
To preserve database security, the EBU executable in UNIX operating systems is setuid to
the Oracle software owner, so that it can read the datafiles.  Also protections to the execut-
able should be set such that only users belonging to the dba group can execute EBU, this is
accomplished by doing:

$ chmod $EBU_HOME/bin/ebu 4550

(This note applies only to UNIX)

Database Security
EBU must be able to connect to the target database to perform the following operations dur-
ing register, backup , and restore jobs:

■ ALTER SYSTEM

■ ALTER TABLESPACE

■ ALTER DATABASE
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■  STARTUP MOUNT

■  SELECT from internal V$ and X$  tables

■  SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE

The backup user - the database user under which all EBU operations are performed needs to
be able to use SYSDBA commands like startup and shutdown

The EBU Parameter File
The Enterprise Backup Utility parameter file is not the same as the RDBMS parameter file,
initsid.ora. The EBU parameter file allows you to set utility parameters specifying the opera-
tion and performance characteristics of the utility. You can use a parameter file to specify
any or all of the EBU parameters. For parameters left unspecified, the utility uses its default
settings.

The parameter file is a convenient way to specify values for EBU parameters, but you can
also specify parameters individually in command scripts.

The EBU parameter file can be any file. The utility uses its default settings for any parame-
ters not specified in the file or command script. To specify a parameter file, add the line
param= full_pathname to the command script.

A parameter file should have only three types of statement lines:

■ parameter specifications

■ comment lines

■ blank lines

No statement line can be longer than 1024 characters.

Table 8–1, “Enterprise Backup Utility Parameters” describes the EBU parameters that can
be set.

Additional Information: “See “Authorizing Target Database Backups”
 on page 2-3 for more information on the backup user.

Table 8–1 Enterprise Backup Utility Parameters

Parameter Name Type Default Description

DISK_IO_SIZE INTEGER 16 Number of database blocks per
disk I/O.

Minimum/Maximum: 8/32768
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The EBU Instance Manager
Each Enterprise Backup Utility instance is monitored by an Instance Manager.

Invoking the Instance Manager
Each host (in Unix, host andoracle software owner running backup/restore operations)
must have its own Instance Manager (in Unix, however, you need only one Instance Man-
ager process peroracle software owner, per host.  If there is one Instance Manager process
running on the host machine already, the Enterprise Backup Utility does not start a second,
unless the second instance is running under a differentoracle software owner).

Instance Manager Functions
The Instance Manager monitors the Enterprise Backup Utility (ebu) instances in progress
and manages system resources in the case of an instance failure.

For example, if an online backup abnormally terminates, the Instance Manager notifies the
Oracle7 Server of the termination of the job by issuing an ALTER TABLESPACE END
BACKUP statement.

Instance Manager Operation
The Instance Manager (brd  process) monitors the activeebu instances by checking the
entries in the runtime tables in the EBU Catalog.  When a new ebu instance is started, it
checks the EBU Catalog for an activebrd .  If none is found, or if the previousbrd  has been

TAPE_IO_SIZE INTEGER 32 Number of database blocks per
tape I/O. (Must be a power of 2)

Minimum/Maximum: 8/32768

BUFFER_SIZE INTEGER 128 Size of Enterprise Backup Util-
ity internal shared buffer area;
specified in number of database
blocks. (Must be a power of 2)

Minimum/Maximum: 32/NA

TAPERETRY_PERIOD INTEGER 30 Number of seconds between
retries to obtain tape drive

TAPERETRY_COUNT INTEGER 100 Number of times to retry to
obtain tape drive

Table 8–1 Enterprise Backup Utility Parameters

Parameter Name Type Default Description
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terminated abnormally,  a newbrd  is started; otherwise the runningbrd  is simply alerted to
the newebu instance.

Once started (or signalled to continue),brd  connects to the EBU Catalog database and
looks for jobs that have not finished.  If an abnormally terminated job is found,brd  cleans it
up.  If no active jobs are found,brd  suspends itself for a user-configurable period
(BRD_SAMP_TIME), then checks again for unfinished jobs.

The Instance Manager performs the above cycle until the configurable number of retries
(BRD_RETRIES)  have been performed without finding any unfinished jobs. The Instance
Manager then disconnects from the backup catalog database and suspends itself for a config-
urable amount of time. If no newebu instances are started beforebrd  reaches the end of its
suspension time it terminates. Ifbrd  is awakened by a new EBU instance,brd  behaves as if
it has just been started up.

Before thebrd  process cleans up a job in the Backup Catalog, it signals the third-party
media management product to clean up the corresponding job in its catalog.brd  will not
clean EBU’s backup catalog until the media manager catalog is cleaned successfully or 10
failed attempts have been made to clean the media manager catalog.

How closely the Instance Manager monitors EBU is a tradeoff between the resources it will
use and how quickly an aborted job should be cleaned up.

Once the Instance Manager disconnects from the backup catalog, the catalog database can
be brought down and up as necessary. The connection to the catalog will not be restored
until a new EBU instance spawns an Instance Manager.

Stopping and Restarting the Instance Manager
If you need to terminate a brd process, do so with theebutool -stopbrd command, which
requests thatbrd  gracefully exit. Thebrd  process will try to update its catalog entry and fin-
ish logging its action to the log file.

At times it may be desirable to awaken a runningbrd  without starting a new EBU job.
This can be accomplished by using theebutool -wakebrd command.  This reactivates a sus-
pendedbrd , just as if a new EBU instance had been started.

Instance Manager Environment Variables
The following environment variables allow the user to configure the Instance Manager as
desired. The Instance Manager uses its defaults for values not specified.

WARNING: Never abnormally terminate thebrd  processes.
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Once started, the Instance Manager utilizes the same values for the duration of its run. To
start an Instance Manager with different values, you must shut down the current Instance
Manager, set the environment variables as desired, and start another EBU job.

BRD_TOT_TIME
Once the Instance Manager becomes idle, it waits BRD_TOT_TIME seconds for any activ-
ity by EBU before it exits. The Instance Manager does not remain connected to the backup
catalog for the entire BRD_TOT_TIME. After BRD_ERR_TIME * BRD_RETRIES, the
Instance Manager disconnects from the catalog.

Default value: 60*60*48

To set it to 5 minutes, for example, enter the following:

setenv BRD_TOT_TIME 300

BRD_SAMP_TIME
The Instance Manager checks the backup catalog for any active jobs each
BRD_SAMP_TIME seconds.

Default value: 300

To set it to 30 seconds, for example, enter the following:

setenv BRD_SAMP_TIME 30

BRD_ERR_TIME
If the Instance Manager receives an error during cleanup operations, such as media vendor
error while cleaning up a job, it waits BRD_ERR_TIME seconds before continuing attempt-
ing to clean up the failed job again.

Default Value: 15*60

To set it to 180 seconds, for example, enter the following:

setenv BRD_ERR_TIME 180

BRD_RETRIES
The Instance Manager looks for active jobs BRD_RETRIES number of times before going
to sleep for BRD_TOT_TIME seconds.
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Default value: 3

To set it to 5 tries, for example, enter the following:

setenv BRD_RETRIES 5

Increasing the number of retries and decreasing  the time intervals will cause the Instance
Manager to use more CPU resources, but will also clean up any problems more quickly.

Conversely, decreasing the number of retries and increasing the time intervals is a preferred
strategy when performing unattended backups or in case there is a need to reduce CPU use
by the Instance Manager.

Troubleshooting for EBU
The following features are available with the Enterprise Backup Utility to assist in trouble-
shooting:

■ Enterprise Backup Utility Error and Diagnostic Manual

■ EBU log file

■ EBU trace file

Enterprise Backup Utility Error and Diagnostic Manual
Every EBU-related message is documented in theEnterprise Backup Utility Error and
Diagnostic Manual.Messages are classified as four types:

■ informational

■ user

■ operating system

■ internal

Informational Messages
Informational messages require no action and are only for users' information.

Note: Once the retries are exhausted, the only way brd looks at jobs is if
another EBU job starts or if manually kick started,  which might delay the
cleanup of aborted jobs.
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User Errors
User errors are caused by user inputs, with syntax errors being the most common. Correct
the error then retry the procedure.

Operating System Errors
Operating system errors are issued when EBU cannot continue due to errors returned from
system calls. One common cause is running out of memory. Consult platform-specific man-
uals and contact operating system vendors if more help is needed for operating system
errors.

Internal Errors
Internal errors are generated when EBU cannot continue due to Media Management Layer
errors, or Oracle errors, including RDBMS, SQL*Net, and EBU. If the message does not
provide enough information to resolve the problem, further assistance can be obtained by
contacting the organization indicated in the "Contact" section. For example, media manage-
ment product related errors are caused or encountered by media management software,
though the error is actually reported by EBU.  In this case the media management vendor
should be contacted for additional support.  Typically, media management errors are
reported by EBU as EBU-7xxx errors (i.e. error numbers in the 7000-7999 range).

EBU Log File
Oracle Corporation recommends that you always activate logging for EBU, by supplying
log="file" in command scripts. The log file contains detailed information about operations
and error messages when errors occur. When an existing file is specified, EBU concatenates
the new log information with it, so a history of EBU operations is maintained.

The log file is the starting point for troubleshooting. A careful read-through of the log file
usually reveals where the problems are.

Instance Manager Log
In addition to the user-designated EBU log file, the Instance Manager logs its operations in
the EBU_HOME/log/brd.log file. When an EBU operation is interrupted, the Instance Man-
ager takes care of recovering the utility to normal condition. Actions the Instance Manager
might take include releasing memory used by EBU processes, deleting the backup file set of
a failed backup, or bringing the backup catalog to a consistent state.

The brd.log file records the error recovery process of the Instance Manager, and any errors
received during its operation.
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EBU Trace File
Tracing can be activated by specifyingtrace="file"  in the command script. When enabled,
without specifying EBU_DEBUG in the environment, the trace file is almost identical to
the log file, except for I/O statistics and extended diagnostics for some errors.  Unless
detailed I/O statistics are required or you are diagnosing a problem, it is not necessary to use
the trace file.

Low Level Debugging
In addition to normal trace information, more detailed trace information can be printed by
setting the environment variable EBU_DEBUG to the desired "debug flag".

The following values could be used for EBU_DEBUG:

■      LEVEL=n (n=0..15)

■      CATALOG

■      TARGET

■      BRN

■      SQL

■      DISK

■      TAPE

■      IO

■      MESSAGES

■      BRD

■      PARSER

■      CONTROL

■      JOB

■      RUN

■      CONFIGURE

■      BRCALL

■      BRIO

■      ALL

Several options can be set by separating them with commas or the plus sign (+):
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EBU_DEBUG=CONFIGURE,BRD,SQL,LEVEL=9
The format: 0x######## can be used, under direction from an Oracle Support representa-
tive.

To debug all components at the maximum level, set EBU_DEBUG  to ALL. Setting tracing
to the maximum level severely affects EBU performance and generates an enormous quan-
tity of output. Do not use EBU_DEBUG in this fashion unless instructed by an Oracle Sup-
port representative.

For example:

To debug only the CATALOG code with medium level tracing, set EBU_DEBUG as
foloows:

EBU_DEBUG=CATALOG,LEVEL=6

To debug the backup catalog and all I/O at a minimum level, set the flag to:

CATALOG,IO,LEVEL=3

Some messages are printed whenever a trace file is being used, and others which are printed
depending on the level. Setting EBU_DEBUG to LEVEL=15 displays all messages not
associated with particular operations.

When LEVEL=n is not specified and EBU_DEBUG is set, LEVEL=15 is the default.

Note: Make sure you unset EBU_DEBUG when you are done diagnos-
ing a problem, as this affects performance of your backups/restores, since
EBU will spend a lot of time tracing dianostic messages.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Following is a list of frequently asked questions about the Enterprise Backup Utility.  These
are the most commonly encountered questions from customers.  The majority are installa-
tion-related:

Table 8–2 Frequently Asked Questions About the Enterprise Backup Utility

Question Answer

EBU is installed on the same
host as the catalog database,
the target database is
installed on a different host,
and EBU failed to back up
the target database when run
from catalog database host.
What is wrong?

EBU must run on the same host as the target database.  EBU does
not support remote backup and restore of the target databases.  EBU
does, however, support media management software capability to
back up to remote devices.

Does EBU support Oracle
Parallel Server?

As of EBU 2.2, operations on a Parallel Server configuration can be
performed on any of the registered nodes for a database.

EBU supports Oracle Parallel Server.  However, EBU does not take
advantage of the Parallel Server environment: it does not distribute
load among nodes.

Because Parallel Server architecture partitions archive logs for differ-
ent nodes, EBU must access these archived log files through NFS
mounted file systems.  Installation-wise, NFS mounting of all
archive directories with READ/WRITE permission is the only extra
step you must perform when installing EBU on an Oracle Parallel
Server system.

When using EBU in a Parallel Server system, you must include all
archivelog directories in your backup/restore scripts explicitly.

EBU operations on a cluster must always be performed from the
same node, as backups taken from different nodes cannot be aggre-
gated into a single restore job.
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What is the difference
between EBU 2.0.12.3 and
2.0.12.4?

Release 2.0.12.3 has a bug for raw device support.  In release
2.0.12.4, the bug is fixed.

Release 2.0.12.3 is bundled with Oracle7 on some platforms in
release 7.3.2.  Release 2.0.12.4 was provided as both standalone
product, and as a patch for 2.0.12.3 bundled with Oracle7 release
7.3.2.2.

2.0.12.3 is only available on Sun SPARC Solaris, and should not be
used.

EBU returns error code
5602.  What is wrong?

This can usually be traced back to underlying network problem. Mak-
ing sure that the target username/passworrd@connect string can com-
municate with the target database is a good way to verify if there is
a  network problem. Otherwise, fix the network problem and retry
the connection.

If you are trying to connect with user/password@connect_string syn-
tax, try to connect as just user/password or as INTERNAL.

EBU returns EBU-7xxx
errors.  Who should I contact
to get them resolved?

EBU-7xxx errors are passed back to EBU by the media management
software.  Please contact your respective Media Management Ven-
dor for support.

(Unix) After ebu is killed
using kill -9, the utility can-
not perform any operations
immediately.  What is
wrong?

Users should never terminateebu by kill -9 .  Use theebutool cancel-
job=<jobid> command, instead.  Thekill  command abruptly inter-
rupts EBU operations, forcing it to take a relatively long time to
recover.  In the interim, attempts to runebu fail due to the recovery
in progress.  If you examine the log file, there are probably entries
with “Failed jobxx with SYSTEM tablespace locked”, or ”Inconsis-
tent internal state”.  These messages are usually the result ofkill -9 .

Recovery from akill -9 command is relatively simple: just wait.
Make sure thebrd  process is running.  If it is not running, start a nor-
malebu job, even if it fails.  Monitor theEBU_HOME/log/brd.log
file until “Finished cleaning jobxx” appears, before continuing any
EBU operations.

Table 8–2 Frequently Asked Questions About the Enterprise Backup Utility

Question Answer
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Contacting Worldwide Support
If you are unable to resolve a problem, please make sure you have the following informa-
tion at hand before contacting Oracle Worldwide Support:

Why is EBU unable to find
files, even though they are
present in the database?

This is not a problem in release 2.1 (except with therecover opera-
tion).  In release 2.0 it is caused most likely by the
ORACLE_HOME environment variable in the target database hav-
ing a slash ’/’ at the end. For example, instead of /u01/orahome,
ORACLE_HOME is set to /u01/orahome/.  This causes all datafile
names to have a ’//’ in their full pathnames.  Since EBU strips the
extra ’/’ from the user’s input, it does not recognize the files being
equal.

The workaround is to runebutool -fixfilenames (EBU 2.2).  This
command performs the following steps:

1. Shuts the database down immediately (if open).

2. Starts up and mount the database (if not already mounted).

3. Issues ALTER DATABASE RENAME FILE ’...’ to ’...’ state-
ments to the database.

4. Brings up the database (if it was open before step 1)..

I can connect to the backup
catalog database using
SQL*Plus, but EBU is
unable to connect to the cata-
log database. What is wrong?

EBU does not assume that the TNS_ADMIN environment variable is
set to the catalog database. As a result, EBU must be able to locate a
tnsnames.ora file in the target database environment that identifies
the catalog database. The tnsnames.ora file can be in one of the fol-
lowing places:

■ ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/

■ in the user's home directory as a dot file (.tnsnames.ora)

Other possible solutions include:

You are trying to connect as the root user (particularly if you are try-
ing to register a database using the media management vendor inter-
face).

■ You may be using SQL*Net with Secure Network Services
(SNS), but not have relinked EBU with SNS. Check the cli.trc
files for trace information on encryption and secure services. If
necessary, relink EBU with SNS and retry the connection.

Table 8–2 Frequently Asked Questions About the Enterprise Backup Utility

Question Answer
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■ operating system version

■ a scenario for reproducing the error

■ if the command has ever worked, and if the error reproduces consistently or intermit-
tently (if command has worked in the past, try to isolate what has changed since the last
successful operation)

■ is the error reproducible when using the EBU  internal/testing disk DMO

■ log file output

■ trace file output (only if EBU_DEBUG was set correctly before the operation)

■ SQL SELECT results (when SQL SELECT errors present)

■ detailed description of the network and host machines involved in the backup (location
of catalog, target database, EBU software, network connection information)

See Also:
Additional Information: Detailed information on how to contact Sup-
port is given in the preface of this guide. See “Technical Support Informa-
tion” on page -iv
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A
Command Script Syntax

This appendix describes the command script syntax for Enterprise Backup Utility command
scripts.

Topics covered in this appendix are:

■ “Command Syntax Description and Specification” on page A-1

■ “BNF Notation” on page A-28

Command Syntax Description and Specification
Syntax in this appendix is given in both syntax diagram and BNF notation.  BNF notation is
located at the end of this appendix.

UNIX Special Tokens (“?" and “@")
The characters “?" and “@" can be used as macros when specifying datafiles.  The “?" char-
acter represents ORACLE_HOME, while the “@" character represents ORACLE_SID.
EBU expands these symbols with the respective values set in the environment at the time of
the run.  These should not be used forremap specifiers.

NT Special Tokens (%key%)
The%token%  syntax can be used as macros when specifying datafiles.  The%token%
will be substituted by the corresponding value of the key, from either the environment or the
registry.  These cannot be used withremap specifiers.

Script Layout
In all the syntax descriptions and examples, the specifiers are on separate lines. This is not a
requirement but has been done for clarity. The Enterprise Backup Utility also supports
scripts like the following:
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backup online db_name = PROD  control_file pfile tablespace = A,B
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/onln_prodb.log

Case Sensitivity
The EBU specifiers are case insensitive, but the values specified are case sensitive.  Depend-
ing on the Operating System, the datafile names will be case-sensitive or not.

The Oracle database is case-sensitive when storing data; however, Oracle7 stores names of
tablespaces in uppercase by default, so EBU will peform case-insensitive comparisons when
looking at the tablespace list in the script, however, Oracle recommends always using
quotes with tablespace names, specifically for use with multibyte character set tablespace
names.

Comments
Comments are delimited by "#"and the newline character. When the Enterprise Backup Util-
ity encounters the "#" character on a line, it ignores all remaining characters on that line,
and resumes parsing on the next line. Use this capability to annotate your command scripts.

With the Enterprise Backup Utility, comments can also be used as escape sequences for
your third-party media management software.

Quotation Marks
In Enterprise Backup Utility Release 2.2 double quotes are not needed for value specifiers
unless there are embedded spaces in the value, the value corresponds to one of the EBU
reserved words, or the value contains multibyte characters.

For example:

datafile=/oracle/data/mydata.dbf does not need quotes,

while

datafile="/oracle/data/my data.dbf" does require quotes as there is a space in the middle

log="log" requires quotes as log is a keyword

log=output.log does not require quotes

Single quotes should not be used, they are not recognized and will generate syntax errors.
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Backup

Purpose
To perform backups of target databases. You can perform the following types of backups:

■ offline or online backup of the entire database

■ online backup of part of the database

■ archived log files only

■ backup catalog only

Prerequisites
For online backups, ensure that the target database is online and you can connect as the
backup user to the target database. For offline backups, ensure that the target database is
shut down cleanly.  For offline backups, the database will be started to verify its configura-
tion in the EBU catalog before the backup, and will again be started after the backup to ver-
ify that the database was not opened during the offline backup.

Syntax

BACKUP

OFFLINE DATABASE

STARTUP_PFILE = pfile_pathname

ONLINE

DATABASE

TABLESPACE

= tablespace_name

,

DBFILE = datafile_pathname

,

PFILE

CONTROL_FILE

BACKUP_ARGS

BACKUP
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Figure A–1 Backup SyntaxBackup Arguments Syntax

DB_NAME= database_name

INCLUDE_DBFILE= datafile_pathname

,

MUX = ( datafile_pathname

,

)

,

ALLOW_CORRUPT

ARCHIVELOG

=
archivelog_directory_name

,

NONE

ARCH_PER_BFS = #_archivelogs_per_BFS

ARCH_COPIES = #_copies_achivelog_BFSs

ARCHDELETE

CATALOG
= NONE

COMMON_ARGS

BACKUP_ARGS
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Keywords and Parameters

Table A–1 Backup Parameters

Name Description

online Specifies that the backup of the target database be taken when the
database is open and available for use. Some tablespaces in the data-
base may be offline, but the backup is still considered online.
Autoregistration and archived log file backup are enabled by default
for online backups.  Use -noauto command line option to disable con-
figuration checking.

If database has not been registered before the backup will do the reg-
istration, the default OS  dependent value will be assigned to pfile.

database Specifies all online datafiles, control files, and parameter files be
backed up. You cannot use the database specifier in the same com-
mand script as thecontrol_file, tablespace, pfile, ordbfile specifi-
ers.

tablespace Specifies the list of tablespaces to be backed up. If specified without
arguments, all tablespaces in the target database are backed up. To
back up only specific tablespaces, enter a list of tablespaces sepa-
rated by commas. If you use the tablespace specifier, you need not
use the dbfile specifier unless you want to backup database files
which do not belong to the tablespaces you specify.

dbfile Specifies one or more online datafiles in the target database for
backup. During a restore, Backup File Sets containing multiplexed
files are automatically demultiplexed correctly. You can remap data-
files being restored to a different location with theremap and
remap_path specifiers, as long as EBU has write permission on the
new destination. If you use the restore to a different location, rename
the datafiles before you bring the database  back online or use the
RENAME specifier so that EBU does this automatically.

Additional Information: For information on renaming files, see the
Oracle7 Server Administrators Guide.
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pfile Specifies that parameter files used by the target database be backed
up or restored. If you rename parameter files, use the
STARTUP_PFILE to direct EBU to use the newly restored paratmer
file for recovery, or if doing recover manually use the pfile option of
the startup command when starting up the database. During restore,
the Enterprise Backup Utility renames any parameter files existing
before they are restored the disk.  Parameter files are never overwrit-
ten. You cannot specify which parameter files are restored.  EBU
uses the list of parameter files that were registered with the database.

control_file Specifies that the control file(s) of the target database be backed up
or restored.

Note: You cannot use the control_file specifier to specify a list of
control files.   Its usage during backup is not needed unless only the
parameter files (and no archivelogs are being backed up), or just the
control file wants to be backed up.  By default any backup involving
datafiles or archivelog files will backup up the control file automati-
cally.

During RESTORE DATABASE or RESTORE DATABASE CON-
SISTENT , it can be used to direct EBU to overwrite the existing
control file(s).  A copy of the control file(s) is made before being
overwritten by the restore.  It can also be used to direct EBU to over-
write the control files in other RESTORE <subset> scenarios.

The database must be shutdown in order for the control file to be
restored to its original location.

offline database Specifies that the database is shut down and not available for general
use during backup.  Note that the keywords online and offline are
mutually exclusive. The Enterprise Backup Utility does not perform
autoregistration for offline backups, although it verifies that the con-
figuration is up to date and refuses to perform the backup if it is not
up to date.  Use the -noauto option to disable configuration checking
for offline backups.  Offline datafiles are not backed up by default
even in offline backups.

startup_pfile Direct EBU to use an altenate parameter file to startup the database
to verify its state when performing offline backups.  By default EBU
will use the default OS dependent default pfile value.

Table A–1 Backup Parameters

Name Description
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db_name Identifies the name of the target database. This specifier is optional;
you can include it in each command script. If specified, the database
name of the target database should match the specified name, other-
wise an error is signaled.  If not specified, it is assumed no validation
is performed.

mux Specifies a list of datafiles that are to be multiplexed into a single
BFS. Themux specifier can be used multiple times in a command
script.   Construct groups of files to be multiplexed together by
enclosing the list in parenthesis.

Note: When using themux specifier, make sure you either specify
thedatabase parameter or explicitly specify the tablespace(s) to
which the multiplexed datafiles belong in the backup command.

Additional Information:  “Multiplexing” on page 6-2".

<param_clause> Specifies the pathname to the Enterprise Backup Utility system
parameters file. This specifier is optional. You can also specify indi-
vidual parameters in the command script itself.  See
“<COMMON_ARGS>” on page A-24.

archivelog [ = <arch log
directory list> | none]

Used to specify whether or not archivelogs are to be backed up, and
the list of directories where they are located.  The default source
directory is the current LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST (obtained by query-
ing the target database). Other destinations can be specified, but
these override, not augment, the default.  Thenone specifier indi-
cates that archived logs are not to be backed up.

archdelete Specifies that backed up archived log files be deleted. Not enabled
by default. The utility will not delete any archived log file it has not
backed up.

catalog [=none] Used to specify whether or not the EBU catalog is to be backed up.

arch_per_bfs Specifies the number of archived redo logs to be placed in each BFS.

arch_copies Specifies the number of times to backup the archivelogs in different
BFSs to provide archivelog redundancy in case of media failure.

allow_corrupt Specifies that files with corrupted RBA block headers are to be
patched and backed up in the job.  The deafult behavior of EBU will
error out if a file with a corrupted RBA header  is encountered.

include_dbfile Specifies the list of OFFLINE datafiles to be included in the backup.
Offline datafiles will be backed up in image mode without block
header verification.

Table A–1 Backup Parameters

Name Description
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Examples

Example A–1 backup offline database

backup offline database
db_name = PROD
parallel = 4
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log

Example A–2 backup online database with archivelog backup

backup online
archivelog
parallel = 3
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log

Example A–3 backup online tablespace subset with datafile multiplexing and multiple
archivelog directories

backup online
db_name = "PROD"
control_file
tablespace = A, B
mux = (home/oracle/dbs/A1.dbf,
"home/oracle/dbs/B1.dbf","home/oracle/dbs/A2.dbf",
home/oracle/dbs/B2.dbf)
parallel = 5
archivelog = /home/oracle/archive01, "/home/oracle/archive02"

Example A–4 online backup <subset> with catalog backup disabled

backup online
db_name = PROD
control_file
arch_copies=2
arch_per_bfs=64
tablespace = a, b
parallel = 16
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log
param = /opt1/oracle/obackup/defaults.obk
catalog = none
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Example A–5 offline backup with archdelete specified, non default startup parameter
file and offline datafiles

backup offline database
archdelete
include_dbfile="/opt1/oracle/data/offline1.dbf",/opt1/oracle/data/offline2.dat
parallel = 16
startup_pfile=/opt1/oracle/admin/initoffPROD.ora
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log
param = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/defaults.obk"

Example A–6 backup online tablespace subset

backup online
tablespace = "A","B"
parallel = 16
log = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log"
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Backup Catalog

Purpose
The backup catalog command creates a logical backup of the EBU catalog.

Prerequisites
The backup catalog database must be started and open. No new EBU jobs can be performed
while the EBU catalog is being backed up.

Syntax

Figure 0–1 Backup Catalog Syntax

BACKUP CATALOG
COMMON_ARGS

BACKUP_CATALOG
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Keywords and Parameters

Examples

Example A–7 backup  catalog

backup catalog

Example A–8 backup catalog using a temporary directory

backup
catalog
tempdir=c:/temp

Table A–2 Backup Catalog - Keywords and Specifiers

Keywords Description

backup catalog Backs up the EBU catalog.

(seebackup command) (seebackup command keywords and specifiers)
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Register

Purpose
To register target database information in the EBU Catalog database.  This command can be
used to register a new target database in the EBU Catalog or to update information for an
existing target database.

Prerequisites
The target database must be online to register or update. If the target database is offline, the
Enterprise Backup Utility aborts and displays an error message. Check that the catalog.ebu
file is in EBU_HOME/admin directory and has the connect string to the backup catalog
database.  The backup user must have been created in the target database prior to registering
the database in the backup catalog. See "Authorizing Target Database Backups".
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Syntax

Figure A–2 Register Syntax

Keywords and Parameters

Examples

Example A–9 register target database with all defaults

register

Example A–10 register to update the List of Parameter Files Associated with the Data-

Table A–3 Register Parameters

Name Description

db_name  Identifies the name of target database. This specifier is optional; you
can include it in each command script. If specified the database name
of the target database should match the specified name, otherwise an
error is signaled.  If not specified its assumed no validation is per-
formed.

pfile Specifies list of parameter files used by target database.   If this key-
word is not specified the default OS dependent value is used as the
only parameter file.

log & trace (Seebackup command keywords and specifiers for description of
log andtrace)

REGISTER

DB_NAME= database_name

PFILE= pfile_pathname

,

LOG= message_log_file_pathname

TRACE= status_trace_file_pathname

REGISTER
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base

register
db_name = "PROD"
pfile = ?/dbs/init@.ora,"?/dbs/include@.ora" , ?/dbs/config@.ora"

Additional Information: For more information on theregister com-
mand, see Chapter 2.
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Restore

Purpose
To restore a database in case of media failure, with the option to recover it, as well.  This
command can be used to perform the following restores:

■ restore of all or part of a database

■ restore the database to its most recent configuration

■ restore the database to a specified point in time

Prerequisites
Verify that the target database or the specified objects being restored are offline.
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Syntax

Figure A–3 Restore Syntax

RESTORE

DATABASE

CONSISTENT CONTROL_FILE

TABLESPACE

= tablespace_name

,

DBFILE = datafile_pathname

,

PFILE

CONTROL_FILE

BFS = bfsname

,

RESTORE_ARGS

RESTORE
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DB_NAME= database_name

INCLUDE_DBFILE = datafile_pathname

,

TO = "MM/DD/[YY]YY [HH24:MI[:SS]]"

BACKUP_HOST = full_name_of _original_backup_host

RECOVER

=

<SCN>

"MM/DD/[YY]YY [HH24:MI[:SS]]"

RENAME

REMAP = old_path_filename TO new_path_filename

,

REMAP_PATH = old_pathname TO new_pathname

,

ARCHIVELOG

=

archivelog_directory_name

NONE

START_LSN =

thread# :

logical_sequence_#

END_LSN =

thread# :

logical_sequence_#

COMMON_ARGS

RESTORE_ARGS
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Keywords and Parameters

Table A–4 Restore Parameters

Name Description

database

[consistent]

[controlfile]

Specifies that the entire database be restored. If you use the database
specifier with the consistent switch, EBU restores only from the
most recent backup offline database. Usingdatabase consistent to
restore your entire database from one backup job means you need
not apply redo log files to make the database consistent.   Using con-
trolfile indicates that the database controlfile should be restored to
the location where it was backed up, overwriting current controlfile.

[tablespace|dbfile|pfile|

controlfile]

Substitution variable for the restore command. It implies that the
Enterprise Backup Utility restores only a part of the database. Explic-
itly specify the objects to restore in the restore script.   Note that data-
base and <subset> are mutually exclusive, except for the
CONTROL_FILE specifier, which can be used to indicate to EBU
that the control file should be restored replacing the current control
files. For more information refer to the “Restore Subset” on page 5-3

bfs=<bfsname>,... Restores the listed backup file sets(s).

archivelog [ =  <arch log dirl-
ist>  | none]

Used to specify whether or not archivelogs should be restore, and if
so so, where they should be restored to.

 |start_lsn=<thread>:<seq>
|end_lsn=<thread>:<seq>

Specifiy  the thread and logical sequence number range of archved
logs to be restored.

db_name Identifies the name of target database. This specifier is optional; you
can include it in each command script. If specified, the database
name of the target database should match the specified name,.  Other-
wise an error is signaled.  If not specified, it is assumed that no vali-
dation is performed.

to Specifies the point in time to which the Enterprise Backup Utility
restores the database.

If this keyword is not used, the utility finds the most recent
backup(s) to use in performing the restore. Use the following valid
date formats to specify the to parameter:

MM/DD/YYYY (HH24:MI:SS default to 23:59:59)

MM/DD/YYYY HH24 (MI:SS default to 00:00)

MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI (SS default to 00)

MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI:SS
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Example A–11 restore database to point-in-time

restore database
to = "01/01/1994 12:00

Example A–12 restore database consistent

restore database consistent
db_name = "PROD"
parallel = 4
log = /opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log"

Example A–13 restore of two tablespaces and control file, with database-wide recov-
ery

restore
db_name = prod
parallel = 4

remap Specifies that files be restored to a new location.  See“Remap” on
page 5-14 for information about remapping.

remap_path Specifies that EBU will remap all the files matching the
old_file_path  file to be restored to thenew_file_path  See chapter 5
for discussion about remapping.

rename Specifies that EBU will rename the datafiles in the database automat-
ically after remapping.  This is used in conjunction with the remap or
remap_path specifier.  This needs to be specified in addition  to the
remap/remap_path  specifier if EBU will be performing automatic
recovery.

backup_host Specifies the full name of the original backup host when restoring to
a different host.  You need this specifier to identify the backup set in
the EBU Catalog to restore to a new host.

recover

[ = [ <scn> | <time> ]

Recovers the database following a successful restore. Default is to
recover the database to the most recent point in time possible, though
earlier points can be specified by either timestamp or SCN.

include_dbfile Specifies the list of OFFLINE datafiles to be included in the restore.
Files that were offline when backed up are not restored by default.
Offline datafiles restored in this way will not be recovered by the
automatic recovery option.

Table A–4 Restore Parameters

Name Description
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control_file
tablespace = a, B
recover
log = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obkPROD.log"

Example A–14 restore tablespace subset

restore
db_name = PROD
parallel = 4
control_file
tablespace = a, B
log = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obk@.log"

Example A–15 restore tablespace subset and archivelogs

restore
db_name = "PROD"
tablespace = A, b
archivelog = "/home/oracle/archive03"
parallel = 4
control_file
log = "/opt1/oracle/obackup/log/obk@.log"

Example A–16 restore database consistent with archivelog range

restore
database
consistent
start_lsn=2:100
end_lsn=2:150
parallel=2
log="c:/orant/obackup/log/racPROD.log"

Example A–17 restore database consistent replacing current control files with the
ones in the backup

restore database consistent
controlfile
parallel = 4
archivelog
start_lsn = 65
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Restore Catalog

Purpose
To restore the EBU catalog in the event it has been corrupted or the catalog database has
been lost. Backups of the EBU catalog are created using by default any time a BACKUP
operation is performed or can be created with the BACKUP CATALOG command.

Prerequisites
The backup catalog database must be started and open. No other backup or restore job can
be performed while the catalog is being restored.

If restoring the catalog to a new database, the EBU_HOME/admin/catalog.ebu file must be
updated to point to the new catalog database before invoking the restore catalog command.

Syntax

Figure A–4 Restore Catalog Syntax

RESTORE CATALOG= catalog_db_name

AS = new_catalog_db_name

TO = MM/DD/YYYY

SEQ = sequence

COMMON_ARGS

RESTORE_CATALOG
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Keywords and Parameters

Table A–5 Restore Catalog - Keywords and Specifiers

Keywords Description

<cat_db_name> This is the DB_NAME of the backup catalog and must be specified
in any restore catalog command. EBU compares this DB_NAME
with the DB_NAME of the database specified in EBU_HOME/
admin/catalog.ebu. If the two names are not identical, the utility
aborts without performing any operations.

as When the DB_NAME of the new catalog being restored does not
match the DB_NAME of the catalog being restored, this specifier
can be used to specify the  new database names in which to restore
the backup catalog.

Note: The connect information to the new catalog database must be
entered in the catalog.ebu file on the EBU_HOME/admin directory
from which you are running the restore catalog command, before run-
ning the command.

to Specifies a date to which the catalog should be restored. EBU
restores the most current catalog backup available for the given date.

The valid date format for catalog restore is "MM/DD/YYYY".  The
time portion of the date format, if specified, is ignored.  If no catalog
backup can be located within seven days of the specified date, the
job fails.

seq Specifies the sequence number of the desired catalog backup for the
given date.  This specifier can only be used if theto specifier has
been used before.  The sequence number is generated during catalog
backup and can be obtained from the log file of the backup job.  By
specifying the sequence, EBU can be directed to use a specific
backup made during the day (and thus achieving full point-in-time
restore).

The sequence number indicates the order of catalog backups for any
given day, if that sequence is not found, the search continues looking
for previous backups for the last 7 days.

WARNING: Oracle Corporation strongly recommends that you restore
the catalog to a different location, if you are restoring it to a previous
point-in-time.
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Examples

Example A–18 restore catalog

restore catalog = EBUCAT
to "12/07/1996"
seq = 9

Example A–19 restore catalog to a new database

restore catalog = EBUCAT
as = NEWCAT
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<COMMON_ARGS>

Purpose
To specify common parameters forbackup, restore, backup catalog, andrestore catalog
commands.

Syntax

Figure A–5 <COMMON_ARGS> Syntax

TEMPDIR = tempdir_pathname

USE_IO_MODEL =

SHM

AIO

PARALLEL = number_of_parallel_data_streams

PARAM_CLAUSE

CHECKSUM

TEST

LOG = message_log_file_pathname

TRACE = status_trace_file_pathname

COMMON_ARGS
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Keywords and Parameters

Table A–6 <COMMON_ARGS> - Keywords and Parameters

Keyword Description

log Specifies pathname of the Enterprise Backup Utility message log
file. This file stores utility runtime messages. The log file can be spec-
ified as either a relative or absolute pathname. If unspecified, mes-
sages are sent to standard error.  Unless the -silent option is used, the
output is always send to standard error,  besides being send to the log
file.

Note: The log file is not a value stored in the backup catalog. Enter-
ing log without a corresponding file results in an error.

trace Specifies pathname of the Enterprise Backup Utility status trace file.
This file stores utility runtime  messages. The trace file can be speci-
fied as either a relative or absolute pathname. If unspecified, no trace
output is generated.  Do not use trace unless diagnosing a problem.

Note: Oracle Corporation recommends you specify $EBU_HOME/
log as the destination for the log and trace files.

parallel Specifies the number of concurrent data streams in reading from or
writing to a media device.  Specify a value equal to the number of
backup devices available.  If you do not enter a value, the number of
parallel streams defaults to one.   Cannot be used with  BACKUP/
RESTORE CATALOG.

param Specifies the pathname to the Enterprise Backup Utility system
parameters file. This specifier is optional. You can also specify indi-
vidual parameters in the command script.   Cannot be used with
BACKUP/RESTORE CATALOG.

test Specifies that you want only a test run. When you use this specifier
in a command script, the utility performs the command, except for
any destructive operations to tape or disk (such as write operations,
for example). This allows you to check the effectiveness of your com-
mand scripts before you carry out the specified operation. Cannot be
used with checksum specifier or command option.

tempdir Directs EBU where to place the restored copies of the logical/physi-
cal device controlfile, catalog restore temporary file, and restored
pfiles, create the temporary file for the backup of the  catalog in the
specified directory as it is read from the media(if not spec
ified,  the temporary file is created under $EBU_HOME/admin).
Default is OS dependent.
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checksum Performs a checksum on each file being restored and compares it to
the information stored in the backup catalog. Cannot be used with
test specifier or BACKUP/RESTORE CATALOG.

use_io_model=<SHM|AIO> For those platforms that support both I/O models, specify the I/O
model to use as described in Chapter 6.  Valid values are SHM for
Shared Memory and AIO for Asynchronous I/O.

Table A–6 <COMMON_ARGS> - Keywords and Parameters

Keyword Description
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<param_clause>

Purpose
To specify tape and disk I/O parameters forbackup, restore, backup catalog, andrestore
catalog commands.  Parameters detailed below can either be used as command specifiers or
placed in a separate EBU parameter file.

Syntax

Figure A–6 <param_clause> Syntax

Keywords and Parameters

Table A–7 <param_clause> - Keywords and Parameters

Keyword Description

param Specifies the name of a file containing settings for the parameters
listed below.

disk_io_size Size in blocks for each disk I/O request.

tape_io_size Size in blocks for each tape I/O request.

buffer_size Size of memory buffer for I/O tranfers.

tape_retry_count Number of times to re-attempt tape I/O before an error is reported.

tape_retry_period Amount of time to wait (seconds) before retrying a failed tape I/O.

PARAM = ebu_parameter_file_pathname

DISK_IO_SIZE = number_of_blocks

TAPE_IO_SIZE = number_of_blocks

BUFFER_SIZE = number_of_blocks

TAPE_RETRY_COUNT = number_of_retries

TAPE_RETRY_PERIOD = time_between_retries

PARAM_CLAUSE
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BNF Notation

BACKUP
BACKUP
{ ONLINE{ DATABASE|
    [TABLESPACE [= "tablespace_name"  [, "tablespace_name"]...]]
    [DBFILE = "datafile_pathname" [, "datafile_pathname"]...]
    [PFILE]
    [CONTROL_FILE] }
}
| OFFLINE DATABASE  [STARTUP_PFILE=pfile_pathname]}
[DB_NAME = "database_name"  ]
[INCLUDE_DBFILE="datafile_pathname" [, “datafile pathname"] …
[MUX =("datafile_pathname" [, "datafile_pathname"]...)
             [,("datafile_pathname" [, "datafile_pathname"]...)]...]
[ALLOW_CORRUPT]
[ARCHIVELOG=["archivelog_directory_name"[,"archivelog_directory_name"]...]|
    [NONE]]
[ARCH_PER_BFS = number of archivelogs per bfs]
[ARCH_COPIES = number of copies of achivelog BFSs]
[ARCHDELETE]
[CATALOG [=NONE] ]
[<COMMON_ARGS>]

BACKUP CATALOG
BACKUP CATALOG
[<COMMON_ARGS>]

REGISTER
REGISTER
[DB_NAME = "database_name" ]
[PFILE = "pfile_pathname"  [,"pfile_pathname"...] ]
[LOG[= "message_log_file_pathname"]]
[TRACE[= "status_trace_file_pathname"]]
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RESTORE
{DATABASE [CONSISTENT] [CONTROL_FILE] |
    [TABLESPACE [= "tablespace_name"  [, "tablespace_name"]...]]
    [DBFILE = "datafile_pathname" [, "datafile_pathname"]...]
    [PFILE]
    [CONTROL_FILE]
    [BFS = bfsname [, bfsname] … ] }
[DB_NAME ="database_name" ]
[INCLUDE_DBFILE="datafile_pathname" [, "datafile pathname"]
[TO = MM/DD/YYYY [  HH24 [:MI [:SS] ] ] ]
[BACKUP_HOST = "full_name_of _original_backup_host"]
[RECOVER [={SCN | MM/DD/YYYY [  HH24 [:MI [:SS] ] ] } ]
[RENAME]
[REMAP = "old_pathname" to "new_pathname" [,"old_pathname" to
"new_pathname"]....]
[REMAP_PATH = "old_pathname" to "new_pathname" [,"old_pathname" to
"new_pathname"]....]
[ [ARCHIVELOG=["archivelog_directory_name"] | [NONE]]
  [START_LSN = [THREAD#:] LSN]
  [END_LSN = [THREAD#:] LSN] ]
[<COMMON_ARGS>]

RESTORE CATALOG
RESTORE CATALOG = catalog_db_name
[AS = new_catalog_db_name ]
[TO = MM/DD/YYYY [SEQ = sequence ] ]
[<COMMON_ARGS>]
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<COMMON_ARGS>
[TEMPDIR = tempdir_pathname]
[USE_IO_MODEL={SHM|AIO}]
[PARALLEL = number_of_parallel_data_streams]
[<PARAM_CLAUSE>]
[CHECKSUM]
[TEST]
[LOG = "message_log_file_pathname"]
[TRACE = "status_trace_file_pathname"]

<PARAM_CLAUSE>
{ PARAM = ebu_parameter_file_pathname |
  [ DISK_IO_SIZE = number_of_blocks ]
  [ TAPE_IO_SIZE = number_of_blocks]
  [ BUFFER_SIZE = number_of_blocks]
  [ TAPE_RETRY_COUNT = number_of_retries ]
  [ TAPE_RETRY_PERIOD = number_of_seconds ] }
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B
Command Script Examples

This appendix provides sample command scripts for a sample database.  These examples
are not exhaustive in terms of all the options and specifiers demonstrated, but the usage for
each Enterprise Backup Utility command is covered.

■ “The Sample Database” on page B-1

■ “Examples” on page B-2

The Sample Database
The examples in this appendix relate to a database with the following configuration informa-
tion:

The database has the following tablespaces and datafiles in the directory /opt1/oracle/dbs

database name PRODB

ORACLE_SID PROD

ORACLE_HOME /opt1/oracle

pfile /opt1/oracle/prod/dbs/initPROD.ora

Tablespace A datafiles a1.dbf, a2.dbf, a3.dbf, a4.dbf

Tablespace B datafiles b1.dbf, b2.dbf, b3.dbf
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Examples

Register Command Script Examples

Example B–1 The following command script registers the sample database in the EBU
Catalog

register
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–2 The following command script updates configuration information about
the sample database in the EBU Catalog.

register
db_name = "PRODB"
pfile = "?/dbs/init@.ora"

Backup Command Script Examples
The following command scripts demonstrate various backups of the sample database.

Example B–3 backup offline database without catalog backup

backup offline database
db_name = "PRODB"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"
catalog = none

Example B–4 backup online database with archdelete specified

backup online database
archivelog
archdelete
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–5 backup online  with three data streams and no archived logs backed up

backup online
archivelog = none

Note: Thearchivelog specifier is included only for clarity in the exam-
ple above, as it is the default action andarchdeletewill not function if the
logs are not first backed up.
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parallel = 3
log = "opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–6 backup online <subset> of Tablespace A and datafiles b1.dbf and
b2.dbf, without catalog backup

backup online
db_name = "PRODB"
dbfile = "?/dbs/b1.dbf","?/dbs/b2.dbf"
tablespace = "A"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"
catalog = none

Example B–7 backup online <subset> of Tablespace B with multiplexed datafiles

backup online
db_name = "PRODB"
tablespace = "B"
mux = ("/opt1/oracle/dbs/b1.dbf",  "/opt1/oracle/dbs/b2.dbf",  "/opt1/oracle/
dbs/b3.dbf")
log = "opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–8 Catalog-only backup

backup catalog
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/catback.log"
buffer_size = 256

Example B–9 Backup of catalog and archived redo logs only

backup online
db_name = "PRODB"
oracle_sid = "PROD"
archivelog
catalog

Restore Command Script Examples
The following command scripts demonstrate various restores of the sample database.

Example B–10 restore database  consistent with four tape devices available and
archived log files also specified

restore database consistent
db_name = "PRODB"
archivelog
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start_lsn = 41
parallel = 4
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–11 restore database consistent with two tape devices available and
recover to current point in time

restore database  consistent
db_name = "PRODB"
to = "01/01/1995 14:01"
parallel = 2
archivelog
start_lsn = 12
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"
recover

Example B–12 restore database and recover to 12:15 on 9/30/96

restore database
db_name = "PRODB"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"
recover = "09/30/96 12:15:00"

Example B–13 restore database to with DISK_IO_SIZE of 64 database blocks

restore database
db_name = "PRODB"
to = "01/01/1995 14:01"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"
disk_io_size = 64

Example B–14 restore <subset> of Tablespace B with remapping of datafile b1.dbf

restore
db_name = "PRODB"
tablespace = "B"
remap = "?/dbs/b1.dbf" TO "?/dbs/b4.dbf"
rename
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Note: ALTER DATABASE RENAME DATAFILE  is performed with
the renameRENAME  operand.  If omitted, you must issue the appropri-
ate statements manually.
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Example B–15 restore <subset> to with two tape devices available

restore
db_name = "PRODB"
dbfile = "?/dbs/b1.dbf","?/dbs/b2.dbf"
tablespace = "A"
to = "05/26/1995 07:00"
parallel = 2
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/obkPROD.log"

Example B–16 Restore of catalog

restore catalog = "ebucat"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/backcat.log"

Example B–17 Restore of catalog to new catalog database

restore catalog = "ebucat"
as = "newcat"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/backcat.log"

Example B–18 Restore of catalog to 9/20/96, in a new database

restore catalog = "ebucat"
to = "09/20/96"
as = "newcat"
log = "/opt1/oracle/ebu/log/backcat.log"

Caution: Oracle Corporation recommends restoring the catalog to a
new database if you restore it to a previous point in time.  Otherwise you
will not be able to restore database backups taken after that point in time
up to the time the catalog is restored.
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C
Product Limitations

This appendix discusses some of the limitations of the Enterprise Backup Utility.

■ Read-only tablespaces cannot be restored if not backed up after aOPEN RESET-
LOGS.

■ The LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT cannot contain the asterisk (*) or hash/pound (#) sym-
bols.

■ Read-only tablespaces do not receive special treatment.  They are backed up by default
when the whole databaes is specified.  To prevent backing them up, a list of tablespaces
excluding the readonly tablespaces needs to be used.  Restore of read-only tablespaces
across RESETLOTS is not automatic, an explicit point in time restore is required.
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Index
A
Allow_corrupt, 4-5
API Glue, See Database Module for Oracle
archdelete specifier, 4-7, A-9
architecture, 1-3
archived redo log

backup, 4-6
archived redo logs, 4-9
archivelog clause

using with backup commands, A-8
ARCHIVELOG mode

backup strategies, 4-4
autoconfiguration

command option for disabling, 3-6
See also autoregistration, 3-6

autoregistration
description, 3-6

B
background processes

descriptions, 1-6
Backup Catalog

database, 1-4
backup catalog

backing up, 7-9
creating, 7-11
description, 1-4
how to migrate, 2-8
how to upgrade, 2-7
managing with ebutool, 7-3
runtime information, 7-2
setting up, 2-5

structural information, 7-2
upgrading, 7-11
upgrading or migrating, 2-5
when to update, 7-2

backup catalog database
required release level, 1-4
size requirement, 1-4

backup command
script examples, B-2

backup command scripts, 4-2
backup offline database

shell script, 4-2
backup shell script, 4-2
backup user

changing attributes, 2-4
creating, 2-4
recovery, 2-4

backup/restore instance, 8-3
backup_host specifier, A-21
backups

backup catalog, 7-9
completeness of, 4-4
control file, 4-5
offline, 4-4
online, 4-4
read-only tablespaces, 4-7
strategies, 4-4
summary of types, 4-3

BFS. See backup file set
brd process

description, 1-6
brdk process

description, 1-6
brio process
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description, 1-6
brtp process

description, 1-6
BUFFER_SIZE, 8-3

C
catalog, See backup catalog
checksum, A-9
command options, 3-3
command scripts

backup, 4-2
description, 1-4

command syntax
description, A-1

component layers, 1-3
components

backup catalog, 1-4
command scripts, 1-4
control process, 1-4
Database Module for Oracle, 1-3
I/O processes, 1-4
media device, 1-4
media manager, 1-4

configuration
updating in backup catalog, 3-6

configure command
description, A-14
syntax, A-14

connect
as SYSDBA, 2-4

control file
backup, 4-5

control process
description, 1-4

conventions used, i
creating backup catalog, 7-11

D
database

file types, 4-4
Database Module for Oracle

description, 1-3
database name

EBU restrictions on, 2-1, 2-7
datafile multiplexing, 6-2
disk API, 2-3
DMO, 1-3

See also Database Module for Oracle
testing, 2-3

E
EBU, 1-3

parameter files, A-6 to ??
See also Enterprise Backup Utility

ebutool
migrating backup catalog, 2-8

ebutool utility
usage, 7-3

Enterprise Backup Utility
architecture, 1-3
command options, 3-3
installation, 2-1
Instance Manager, 8-3
invoking, 3-2
limitations, C-1
new features, 1-12, 1-14
parameter file, 8-2
privileges, 2-8

environment variables
effect on EBU scripts, 3-6
OBK_DB_LOGIN, 2-4

error checking, 1-2

F
features

new in release 2.2, 1-12, 1-14
file attributes

changing in target database, 3-4
file types, 4-4
full backup

definition, ii

G
generating reports

See obkcatutl utility
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I
I/O processes

description, 1-4
improving performance, 6-1
Include_dbfile, 4-5
installation, 2-1

for multiple databases on same host, 2-7
ORACLE_HOME, 2-7

Instance Manager, 8-3
description, 1-6
functions, 8-3
instance failure, 8-3
invoking, 8-3
privileges, 2-9
See also brd process, 1-6

J
job scheduling, 4-8

L
lights-out backup, 4-8
lightsout.sh script, 4-2
log file

specifying in command scripts, A-8
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT, 4-9

RDBMS parameter, 4-6

M
macro keys, 3-4
media device, 1-4
media manager

description, 1-4
migrating catalog, 2-8
mirroring online redo logs, 4-8
moving target database datafiles, 3-4
multiplexing, 6-2
mux specifier, 6-4

See also multiplexing

N
new features, 1-12, 1-14

O
obackup

command syntax, 3-2
invoking, 3-2

obackup process
description, 1-6
privileges, 2-8

OBK_DB_LOGIN, 2-4
obkcatutl. See ebutool
obkexport.sh, 7-10
obkimport.sh, 7-10
OBK-sbt errors, 8-11
offline backup

description, 4-4
offline tablespaces, 4-8
online backup

description, 4-4
online redo logs

backing up, 4-8
mirroring, 4-8

OPEN RESETLOGS, 3-4
updating the Backup Catalog, 7-3

Oracle Parallel Server
requirements for using EBU, 4-9

Oracle Worldwide Technical Support
how to contact, iv

ORACLE_HOME, 3-6
installing EBU, 2-7

ORACLE_SID, 3-6
Oracle7 Server documentation

backup terminology, ii
overview

installation, 2-1

P
parallel server. See Oracle Parallel Server
parameter file, 8-2
parameters

BUFFER_SIZE, 8-3
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT, 4-6
TAPE_IO_SIZE, 8-3
TAPERETRY_COUNT, 8-3
TAPERETRY_PERIOD, 8-3
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partial backups
definition, ii

performance
improving, 6-1

performance features
overview, 1-2

pfile specifier, 3-6
point-in-time restore

returning to prior configurations, 3-7
preface

Send Us Your Comments, xv
privileges, 8-1

summary and explanation, 2-8
product limitations, C-1

R
read-only tablespaces, 4-7, 4-8
recovery

privileges required, 2-4
versus restore, 1-1

register command
pfile specifier, 3-6
registering a database, 3-5
script examples, B-2
updating information, 3-5

registering
target database, 3-4

registration
when first invoking EBU, 2-2

Remap, 5-14
resetlogs, 5-9
RESETLOGS option, 3-4
restore

steps for performing, 5-14
versus recovery, 1-1

restore catalog command, A-25
restore command

description, A-17
script examples, B-3
syntax, A-18

S
Send Us Your Comments

boilerplate, xv
setting up EBU, 2-1
shell scripts

backup, 4-2
silent command option, 3-3
specifiers

archdelete, 4-7
mux, 6-4
pfile, 3-6

specifiers, See specifiers
SQL*Net

default driver, 2-4
supported versions, 2-1

structural changes, 3-4, 7-2
subset clause

description, A-29
syntax, A-29

support
how to contact, iv

syntax
description, A-1

SYSDBA privileges, 2-4

T
tablespaces

adding or dropping in target databases, 3-4
offline, 4-8
read-only, 4-8
temporary, 4-8

TAPE_IO_SIZE, 8-3
TAPERETRY_COUNT, 8-3
TAPERETRY_PERIOD, 8-3
target database

privileges, 2-9
registration, 3-4
required privileges, 8-1
specifiers, 3-6
structural changes, 7-2

target database configuration
reasons for updating, 3-4

temporary tablespaces, 4-8
terminology mappings, ii
test command option, 3-3
trace file
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specifying a, A-8

U
unattended backup, 4-8
updating information in backup catalog, 3-6
upgrading backup catalog, 7-11
upgrading catalog, 2-7

V
V2 Pipes

SQL*Net driver, 2-4
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